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1.1 Coalescence of viscous drops with surfactant. Simulations show
that due to the uneven contraction of the interface, surfactants accumu-
late on the liquid meniscus bridge between the merging drops. The re-
sulting tangential Marangoni stresses control the rate at which the drops
coalescence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
1.2 Impingement of viscous liquid jets. Direct numerical simulation en-
abled a detailed analysis of the influence of viscosity on the dynamics of
opposed impinging liquid jets. The liquid viscosity profoundly a↵ects the
impinging dynamics, including the velocity and thickness of the resulting
expanding sheet and its bounding rim. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
1.3 E↵ect of shear-thinning on sheet and toroidal rim formation dur-
ing jet impingement. Formation of axisymmetric expanding sheets and
toroidal rim during jet impingement of shear-thinning liquids. . . . . . 7
2.1 Schematic of the coalescing drops. The shape of the axisymmetric
drop interface is S(z, t). The density of the drops is ⇢ and the viscosity µ0.
The time-dependent local concentration of surfactant is   and the local
dynamic surface tension is  ; the initial surface tension  0 corresponds to
an spatially uniform surfactant concentration  0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
2.2 Parametrization of the free interface using the method of spines.
The location of the deforming interface (red line) is parametrized at each
time step by a distance hm measured along arbitrary spines (blue lines)
defined by a base point xmB and a direction e
m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
2.3 Flow and pressure field at the onset of coalescence. The fluid
is driven into the liquid bridge (left drop) by the gradient of capillary
pressure in the highly curved meniscus joining the drops (right drop).
Here, the Reynolds number is Re = 10, and the dimensionless viscous
time is t = 0.045. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
2.4 Evolution of drop coalescence. Shape and cross-sectional radial ve-
locity during the coalescence of two viscous drops. The Reynolds number
is Re = 10, and the dimensionless viscous times are t = 0.035, 0.160 and
0.230. Here dark red represents large radial velocity. . . . . . . . . . . 35
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2.5 Coalesce of viscous drops. Experimental data by Yao et al. (2005)
show the time evolution of the minimum neck radius rb during the coa-
lescence of highly viscous silicone-oil drops with Reynolds numbers Re =
0.0044 (circles) and Re = 0.44 (squares). Simulation data corresponds
to the Stokes regime (red solid line). The initial bridge radius cannot be
determined from the experiments, so it was chosen to match the experi-
mental data. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
2.6 Meniscus profile between two glycerin drops. Meniscus profile
from simulations (red solid line) shows excellent agreement with high-
speed photography data by Thoroddsen et al. (2005) for the coalescence
of two viscous glycerin drops (diamonds). The viscosity of the drops is
µ = 0.22 Pa.s. Simulations with three di↵erent mesh sizes are tested and
the results are overlapped. The degree of freedom ranges from 8, 000 to
10, 000 with the minimum size of the mesh defined as 10 8, 5⇥ 10 8 and
10 9. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
2.7 Drop coalescence in the Stokes limit. Time evolution of the mini-
mum neck radius rb during the coalescence of two-dimensional (cylindrical)
drops obtained analytically by Hopper (1984) (green solid line) and three-
dimensional drops from the simulations (black solid line) in the Stokes
limit. The theory and the simulations show excellent agreement up to
neck radius rb ⇡ 0.5. Three meniscus profiles at bridge radius rb = 0.15
(black), rb = 0.25 (red), and rb = 0.35 (blue) from the simulation (solid
lines) also show excellent agreement with the analytical interfacial shapes
(dashed lines) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
2.8 Normalized bridge radius. Time evolution of the minimum radius of
the liquid bridge rb(t) connecting two drops with clean interface (red line)
and two drops with surfactant (blue line) normalized with respect to the
initial bridge radius rb(0). Here, the initial bridge radius is rb(0) = 0.07,
and the Marangoni number is Ma = 0.6 for the drops with surfactant. 41
2.9 Normalized interfacial shape. Profiles S(z, t) of the meniscus bridge
formed between drops with clean interface (red line) and drops with sur-
factant (blue line) at times t = 0.11 and time t = 0 (black line). Here,
the initial bridge radius is rb(0) = 0.07, and the Marangoni number is
Ma = 0.6 for the drops with surfactant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
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2.10 Bulk and interfacial radial velocity in the meniscus bridge. Bulk
and interfacial radial velocities vs around the meniscus bridges correspond-
ing to Figure 2.9 between drops with clean interface (Ma = 0, right panel)
and drops with surfactant (Ma = 0.6, left panel) at neck radius rb = 0.147.
Here, red represents high radial velocity and blue represents low radial ve-
locity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
2.11 Profiles of interfacial surfactant concentration on the joining
meniscus. Concentration profiles  (z, t) in units of initial surfactant con-
centration  0 for (a) viscous times t < 0.064 at t = 0.0018, 0.0087 and
0.046, and (b) viscous times t > 0.064 at t = 0.12, 0.33 and 0.54. Here,
the Marangoni number is Ma = 0.6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
2.12 Time evolution of the interfacial surfactant concentration on the
joining meniscus. The surfactant concentration on the joining meniscus
bridge  (z = 0, t) increases to almost two times the initial concentration
 0 at a viscous time t ⇡ 0.064. Here, the Marangoni number is Ma = 0.6. 46
2.13 Interfacial velocity profile. Interfacial tangential velocity correspond-
ing to the three cases depicted in Figure 2.14: Ma = 0 (solid line),
Ma = 0.6 (dashed line) and Ma = 1.2 (dash dot line). Negative ve-
locity indicates flow away from the meniscus and the solid circle indicates
the location on the interface where the tangential velocity is zero. . . . 48
2.14 Radial flow field as a function of surfactant strength. Cross-
sectional radial velocity field with blue indicating positive radial motion
and red indicating negative radial motion. Computations were carried out
with Marangoni numbers Ma = 0, 0.6 and 1.2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
3.1 Impingement of two laminar liquid jets. Axisymmetric impingement
of two facing liquid jets of radius a and velocity Û . The density of the
liquid is ⇢, the viscosity µ, and the surface tension  . The thickness of
the radially expanding liquid sheet is 2ĥ. The sheet profile in this sketch
corresponds to the case discussed in Figure 3.7b. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
3.2 Parametrization of the free interface using the method of spines.
The location xs of the finite element nodes on the deforming interface (red
line) is parametrized at each timestep by a distance hm measured along
spines (arrows) defined by base point xmb and a direction em. . . . . . 58
3.3 Typical finite element mesh on the expanding liquid sheet. An
example of finite element mesh of jet impingement used in the simulations
in this Chapter show that mesh is structured in a way to better represent
the fluid interface, both at the transition region (left inset) and close to
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3.4 Incipient radial sheet formed by the impingement of two laminar
liquid jets. Pressure field developed immediately after the impingement
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direction forming an incipient liquid sheet. Here, the jet Reynolds number
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ABSTRACT
Jiakai Lu Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. Interfacial dynamics of drop
coalescence and impinging liquid jets: e↵ect of viscous, Marangoni and shear-thinning
stresses. Major Professors: Carlos M. Corvalan Associate Professor, Department of
Food Science and Paul E. Sojka Professor, School of Mechanical Engineering.
The free-surface dynamics of drop coalescence and that of impinging liquid jets
have both fundamental interest and practical importance in processes ranging from
crop spraying and the processing of food emulsions to the atomization of fuel and pro-
pellants in combustion and propulsion engines. These processes frequently involve the
use of complex fluids — shear-thinning or viscoelastic non-Newtonian liquids, which
often contain surfactants either as additives or as contaminants. This thesis reports
high-fidelity simulations of unsteady free-surface flows of complex fluids. The objec-
tive is to advance the understanding of the free-surface dynamics of drop coalescence
and liquid jet impingement when viscous, surfactant and shear-thinning e↵ects are
important. Simulations in this thesis enabled, for the first time, a comprehensive nu-
merical analysis of the coalescence of surfactant-laden drops after the merging drops
make contact. The analysis reveals how interfacial (Marangoni) stresses induced by
uneven accumulation of surfactant control the rate at which the drops coalesce by
modulating the pull of surface tension on the tiny meniscus bridge joining the drops.
Simulations also enabled the analysis of the unsteady free-surface dynamics of im-
pinging viscous and shear-thinning liquid jets. Results demonstrate that viscous and
shear-thinning stresses profoundly a↵ects the impingement dynamics — in particu-
lar the velocity and thickness of the resulting radially expanding liquid sheet — by




The general subject of this thesis is the physics of multiphase flows of the sort
encountered in spray and atomization systems. In this context, the focus is on the
free-surface dynamics of drop coalescence and impinging liquid jets.
Drop coalescence — the process during which a drop merges another — is a
phenomenon ubiquitous in everyday life. It plays a critical role in nature, as in the
coalescence process that produces raindrops, and in many important technological
processes involving dense concentration of drops. Examples of these processes range
from spray drying, crop spraying and food emulsification in the food and agriculture
industry to fuel atomization in propulsion engines for space and defense technologies.
Recently, drop coalescence has also became central to novel analytical technologies
that involve the manipulation and mixing of tiny droplets in nano and microfluidic
devices.
Impinging laminar liquid jets, upon collision, form a thin, radially expanding liq-
uid sheet. These free-surface dynamics underline important applications ranging from
industrial coating to heat transfer technologies for high heat flux cooling and heating.
Moreover, the eventual fragmentation into drops of the expanding liquid sheet is of
direct interest to the science based design of spray and atomization systems includ-
ing spray painting, fuel atomization in internal combustion engines, and propellant
atomization in rocket engines.
Besides involving simple, low-viscosity liquids such as water, processes and tech-
nologies frequently involve viscous liquids with complex rheological and interfacial
properties. Common examples include paints, agrochemicals, food emulsions, poly-
meric solutions and, more recently, gelled propellants for rocket and missile engines.
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These complex fluids are typically viscous liquids, which may exhibit non-Newtonian
elastic or shear-thinning rheological properties, and contain additives or contaminants
with surface active properties (surfactants).
This thesis develops methods for the accurate numerical analysis of nonlinear free-
surface flows, including fluids with complex rheological and interfacial properties.
1.2 Synopsis
The overall objective of this research is to better understand the free-surface dy-
namics of drop coalescence and impinging liquid jets in cases in which viscous, sur-
factant and shear-thinning e↵ects are important.
This thesis is separated into three parts. The first part presents a numerical
analysis of the coalescence of surfactant-laden drops, the second part examines the
impingement of viscous liquid jets, and the third part extends the analysis to the
impingement of shear-thinning liquid jets.
1.2.1 Coalescence of Surfactant-laden Drops
Drop coalescence is a familiar event in both nature and technology, from spray
and atomization systems to the production of food emulsions. It is well known that
surfactants — which are ubiquitous contaminants and routinely used as industrial
additives — play an important role in preventing drop coalescence. Little is known,
however, about the mechanisms of coalescence after the surfactant-laden drops make
contact.
In chapter 2 these mechanisms are analyzed using high-fidelity direct numerical
simulation (Fig. 1.1). Results from the simulations show that due to the uneven
contraction of the interface the surfactant accumulates on the liquid meniscus bridge
joining the drops. Simulations further reveal that the surfactant accumulation is ham-
pered by Marangoni stresses induced, in turn, by the uneven surfactant distribution.
This study reveals for the first time how these entwined mechanisms control the rate
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at which the drops coalesce by modulating the pull of surface tension on the meniscus
bridge.
Chapter 2 contains both text and figures from a published manuscript entitled
“Coalescence of viscous drops with surfactants.” (2012, Chemical Engineering Science,
78, 9–13), the article is a product of joint e↵orts between Dr. Carlos M. Corvalan
and myself.
1.2.2 Impingement of Viscous Liquid Jets
The impingement of low-viscosity liquid jets has been studied extensively for over
a century due to their fundamental scientific interest and their practical importance
in spray and atomization technologies. However, the role of the fluid viscosity on the
impingement of viscous liquid jets is not very well known despite the fact that viscous
liquids are common in spray and atomization processes ranging from spray drying in
the food industry to the atomization of gelled propellants in rocket engines.
Section 3.1 reports direct numerical simulations that enable a detailed analysis
of the influence of viscosity on the impingement dynamics. The simulations solve
the complete Navier-Stokes system governing the free-surface dynamics, and so fully
account for the interplay of inertia, viscous and capillary forces. Results demonstrate
that the liquid viscosity profoundly a↵ects the impingement dynamics (Fig. 1.2). The
simulations show that the collision of viscous liquid jets generates a fluid sheet that
thins at a rate r 1 with the distance r from the impact point at intermediate vis-
cosities, in contrast to the inertial case in which the sheet thins at a faster rate r 2.
As the viscosity increases further, the fluid sheets become thicker and more uniform,
and contrary to the inertial case, the velocity of the sheets are lower than the velocity
of the jets. Results further reveal that due to viscous stresses the impact pressure
generated by the collision of viscous liquid jets scales as Re 1, where Re is the jet
Reynolds number.
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Figure 1.1. Coalescence of viscous drops with surfactant. Sim-
ulations show that due to the uneven contraction of the interface,
surfactants accumulate on the liquid meniscus bridge between the
merging drops. The resulting tangential Marangoni stresses control
the rate at which the drops coalescence.
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Chapter 3 contains both text and figures from a published manuscript entitled
“Influence of viscosity on the impingement of laminar liquid jets.” (2014, Chemical En-
gineering Science, 119, 182–186), the article is a product of joint e↵orts between Dr.
Carlos M. Corvalan and myself.
1.2.3 Impingement of Shear-thinning Liquid Jets
Due to its fundamental scientific interest and numerous applications in spray and
atomization systems, the physics of impinging liquid jets has been extensively studied
since the pioneering works by Savart (1833) and Taylor (1960). However, most studies
have only considered the impingement of jets of simple liquids such as water, where
rheology plays no role. Therefore, little is known about the impingement of complex
fluid jets, despite their importance in industrial and defense technologies.
Section 3.2 extends the analysis of section 3.1 to jets of complex fluids. Specifi-
cally, high-fidelity numerical simulations are used to study the impingement of shear-
thinning liquid jets as a model system for jets of non-Newtonian liquids frequently
used in industrial and defense technologies, such as paints, food emulsions, polymeric
solutions, and gelled propellants. Computations reveal that during the impingement
of jets of complex fluids, shear stresses create a region of comparatively low viscos-
ity in the vicinity of the impact point. As a consequence, shear-thinning sheets are
thinner and flow faster than the corresponding Newtonian ones. Shear thinning also
enhances the growth of the toroidal rim bounding the resulting expanding liquid sheet
(Fig. 1.3). Together, these results highlight the large impact of the fluid rheology on
the dynamics of jet impingement. This study is anticipated to be a starting point
for more sophisticated rheological models for the impingement of jets of viscoelastic
fluids.
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Figure 1.2. Impingement of viscous liquid jets. Direct numerical
simulation enabled a detailed analysis of the influence of viscosity on
the dynamics of opposed impinging liquid jets. The liquid viscosity
profoundly a↵ects the impinging dynamics, including the velocity and
thickness of the resulting expanding sheet and its bounding rim.
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Figure 1.3. E↵ect of shear-thinning on sheet and toroidal rim
formation during jet impingement. Formation of axisymmetric





When two drops come into contact, driven by an uneven surface tension force,
they either bounce back or merge into one larger drop, the latter behavior is called
drop coalescence. Drop coalescence is a common yet important phenomenon found
in nature as well as in many industrial applications and modern technologies.
In nature, for example, the droplet size distribution of rain formation is largely
dependent on the process of drop coalescence (Kovetz and Olund, 1969, Thomason
and Newall, 1885). Similarly, the quality of spray and atomization processes are also
largely a↵ected by drop coalescence (Lefebvre, 1988). The spray and atomization
process appears in a wide range of industrial applications such as spray painting, fuel
injecton systems, and spray drying. Furthermore, the ability to manipulate the drops
by way of coalescence has proven e↵ective in many droplet based microfluidic systems
as discussed by Xu et al. (2014).
Although studies of drop coalescence were reported as early as Sartor (1969)
and Thomson and Newall (1885) over a century ago, a detailed picture of the mech-
anisms of coalescence immediately after the drops are brought into contact has only
been studied recently, owing to the advancement of modern technologies.
The growth rate of the liquid neck connecting the two merging drops is the focus
of many studies on the dynamics of drop coalescence (Aarts et al., 2005, Eggers et al.,
1999, Hopper, 1984, Paulsen et al., 2011, Thoroddsen et al., 2008, Yao et al., 2005).
Hopper (1984) studied the two-dimensional coalescence of two equal cylinders
under creeping viscous flow surrounded by quiescent ambient gas. Through rigorous
mathematical analysis, the author obtained the evolution of interfacial shapes of two-
dimensional drop coalescence. The author also proposed a scaling for the growth rate
of viscous two-dimensional drop coalescence as a function of the radius of the liquid
neck.
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This two-dimensional model was later proven to be valid in a three-dimensional
extension by Eggers et al. (1999). By asymptotic analysis of the Stokes equation,
the authors demonstrated that, in the regime dominated by viscous e↵ects, the speed
of coalescence (the growth rate of the liquid neck) depends logarithmically on the
radius of the liquid bridge, consistent with the results from Hopper (1984). Eggers
et al. (1999) also suggested that the characteristic length of the flow is extremely
small in the early stage of the drop coalescence, due to highly localized flow around
the liquid neck. Therefore, viscous forces always dominate the dynamics at the early
stage of drop coalescence regardless of the material properties of the drops.
Revealing the detailed mechanism of the dynamics of drop coalescence in its early
stages is di cult because the time scale of the process is very small, which makes it
hard to obtain a satisfying temporal resolution experimentally. Using advanced high-
speed imaging systems, Aarts et al. (2005), Paulsen et al. (2011), Thoroddsen et al.
(2008), and Yao et al. (2005) studied the dynamics of drop coalescence, in particular
the growth of the liquid neck connecting the drops after the onset of coalescence. In
these experiments, drops were brought together with negligible speed until coales-
cence. In order to obtain a relative higher temporal resolution, small drops of very
viscous fluids were used, such as silicon oil drops with a viscosity as high as 105 cS (Yao
et al., 2005), and 96% glycerin/water mixture (Thoroddsen et al., 2008). High-
fidelity computing algorithms were employed in the studies of Duchemin et al. (2003),
Martinez-Herrera and Derby (1995), Oguz and Prosperetti (1989), and Paulsen et al.
(2012). These studies enabled detailed analysis of the physics of the drop coalescence
after the contact of the two liquid drops.
However, the studies mentioned above only focused on the dynamics of drop coa-
lescence between a pair of drops of the same Newtonian liquid. In many applications,
such as micro-mixing, coalescence occurs between two miscible liquids that have dif-
ferent surface tension (Luo et al., 2011). Furthermore, surface tension di↵erence may
also occur due to temperature di↵erence between the drops (Xu et al., 2012).
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When there exists a mismatch in surface tension, a force per unit length is induced.
This force is locally tangential to the interface in the direction of the surface tension
gradient. As a consequence, flow is pulled from the region of low surface tension to
the region of high surface tension. This is known as Maragoni e↵ect, which a↵ects
the fluid dynamics on the free surface in addition to the capillary stresses due to the
curvature of the fluid interface (Marangoni, 1871).
The critical influence of surface-tension gradients induced by the mismatch of
the surface tension between the coalescence of two di↵erent but miscible fluids with
clean interfaces has been highlighted in recent works by Thoroddsen et al. (2007)
and Blanchette et al. (2009).
Using high speed imaging techniques, Thoroddsen et al. (2007) studied coales-
cence between a 90% ethanol drop and a water droplet. The authors found that, due
to Marangoni stress, a capillary wave was induced that travels from the drop of low
surface tension to the drop of high surface and that the growth rate of the neck radius
is controlled by the droplet of low surface tension.
Blanchette et al. (2009) combined both experimental methods and high fidelity
numerical simulation to study the coalescence between a droplet and a reservoir of two
di↵erent but miscible fluids. Results showed that the gradient of surface tension, and
the corresponding Marangoni stress, play an important role in dividing the dynamics
of drop coalescence into three distinct regions: coalescence, partial coalescence and
non coalescence. In both studies (Blanchette et al., 2009, Thoroddsen et al., 2007),
drop coalescence was largely a↵ected by the Marangoni stress due to the surface-
tension gradient developed between the drops.
The Marangoni stresses induced by surface tension mismatch are essentially dif-
ferent to those raised by the presence of insoluble surfactant. Surfactant is a surface
active agent that lowers the surface tension of a fluid. When insoluble surfactant is
applied on the fluid interface, surface tension gradient may be induced due to the
transport of surfactant through convection, di↵usion and the contraction or dilation
of the fluid interface. These surface tension gradient induces Marangoni stresses. In
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addition, the interfacial flow field that determines the transport of surfactant will in
turn be largely a↵ected by the Marangoni stresses. Therefore, the dynamics of coa-
lescence of surfactant-laden drops is largely a↵ected by these entwined mechanisms.
Although the coalescence of surfactant-laden drops has been studied for a long
time, most studies of surfactant-laden drop coalescence focused on the influence of
surfactants on the drainage of the fluid film separating the drops just before coales-
cence (Chesters and Bazhlekov, 2000, Dai and Leal, 2008, Hodgson and Lee, 1969). It
has been shown experimentally (Hodgson and Lee, 1969) and numerically (Chesters
and Bazhlekov, 2000, Dai and Leal, 2008) that the beginning of drop coalescence is
significantly delayed with the presence of insoluble surfactants. Marangoni stresses
induced by the surface tension gradient hampers the drainage of the thin fluid film
between the drops and so to delay the drop coalescence. The importance of the e↵ect
of surfactant on the dynamics of drop coalescence after the drops make contact has
never been studied.
1.3.2 Jet Impingement
The impingement of liquid jets has been studied for more than a century (Savart,
1833). When two liquid jets hit each other, a thin fluid sheet is formed upon the
collision. The sheet then expands and eventually disintegrates into fluid filaments and
drops because of the competition between inertia, viscous, capillary, and aerodynamic
forces. Impingement of liquid jets are used in a wide range of applications including
micro-mixing, fluid extraction, crop spraying, food emulsions, the atomization of fuel
in combustion engines, and the atomization of propellants in rocket engines for space
and defense technologies (Ashgriz, 2011, Bremond and Villermaux, 2006, Clanet and
Villermaux, 2002, Lefebvre, 1988, Mahajan and Kirwan, 1996, Ryan et al., 1993,
Sutton, 1992, Villermaux et al., 2013).
There are two major focuses in the studies of jet impingement. The first focus is on
the mechanism leading to the break up of the fluid sheet. The second focus is on the
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fundamental dynamics of jet impingement, which includes the analysis of the shape,
thickness, and velocity distribution of the sheet resulting from the jet impingement.
In response to the first focus, the pioneering work by Savart (1833) revealed two
distinct regimes of sheet break up: one is a smooth sheet regime, where disintegration
occurs at the boundary of the sheet. The other is a flapping sheet regime, where the
break up of the sheet is due to the waves on the fluid interface.
These regimes were later studied experimentally by Heidman et al. (1957), Huang
(1970), Taylor (1960), and by Clanet and Villermaux (2002, a,b). It is now known
that the break up regions observed by Savart (1833) are characterized by the Weber
number of the system. If the Weber number is smaller than 1000, which corresponds
to the smooth sheet regime in the work of Savart (1833), then the break up is due
to a hydrodynamic instability known as absolute instability (Lin and Jiang, 2003).
In this region, a smooth sheet extends with a bounding rim to a distance, where the
rim disintegrates from the sheet due to a balance between the inertia of the fluid
and the capillary force. This radius is now known as Taylor radius. If the Weber
number is larger than a approximately 1000, which corresponds to the flapping sheet
region in the work of Savart (1833), the break up is due to strong wavy motion on
the fluid sheet far from the impact region due to an aerodynamic instability known
as convective instability (Lin and Jiang, 2003).
Also in the high Weber number region, experiments from Dombrowski and Hooper
(1964), Huang (1970) and Anderson et al. (1998) showed the formation of waves on the
interface and disturbances in the fluid field close to the impact region. These waves,
known as impact waves, were observed on the sheet within a few jet radii away of the
impact point. The characteristic wave length was about one jet diameter. However,
the mechanism of impact wave formation is not well known. It is suspected that
these waves can be formed either as a result of an oscillating stagnation point or of
fluctuations in the impinging jets Anderson et al. (1998).
To better understand the break up mechanism of the fluid sheets, and to predict
the size of the droplet formed from the break up, Ibrahim (1998), Squire (1953)
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and Weihs (1978) proposed models based on linear stability analysis. However these
models require the fundamental study of the jet impingement such as shape, thickness
and velocity distribution of the resulting fluid sheet.
The second focus of jet impingement was pioneered by Taylor (1960). A notable
finding from Taylor (1960) and Ranz (1959) is that a sheet formed by impingement
of inviscid liquid jets is originated from the point of impact. The velocity of the sheet
is exactly the same as the jet velocity. Consequently, the thickness of the fluid sheet
decreases radially and is inversely proportional to the radial position measured from
the impact point.
The theoretical model describing the thickness and shape of the fluid sheet pro-
posed by Taylor (1960) was later refined by Hasson and Peck (1964) and Ibrahim
and Przekwas (1991). These studies provided valuable information for the later the
stability analysis (Mallory and Sojka, 2014, Ryan et al., 1993)
In most studies, the focus was on the dynamics of impingements of inviscid New-
tonian liquids. However, a growing interest in the use of high viscosity complex fluids
such as paints, food emulsions, polymeric solutions and gelled propellants (Baek et al.,
2011, Chen et al., 2012b, Kampen et al., 2007, Yang et al., 2012) requires understand-
ing the dynamics of jet impingement of viscous fluid.
However, very little is known about the dynamics of jet impingement of viscous
liquids. Lienhard and Newton (1966) pioneered the study of viscous e↵ect on sheet
thickness distribution of a radially expanding fluid sheet formed by jet impingement.
The authors solved analytically the momentum equation governing the fluid dynamics
of the liquid sheet in the Stokes limit and revealed that viscous stresses, resulting from
the tangential expansion of the fluid sheet, slowed the fluid in a way that leads to
a fluid sheet of constant thickness. However, without a full knowledge of the fluid
dynamics at the impact region, where the flow changes direction from radially oriented
to axially oriented, the authors cannot predict the actual thickness of the fluid sheet.
To model the fluid sheet formed by jet impingement of viscous fluids, Dombrowski
and Johns (1963) developed a two-dimensional linear stability model to study a vis-
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cous planar liquid sheet of constant thickness. The model fully considered the in-
terplay between inertia, viscous, capillary and aerodynamics forces. Results showed
that if the thickness of the initial fluid sheet or viscosity of the liquid increases, then
the wave number that corresponds to the largest growth rate of the disturbance on
the sheet decreases, which hints at larger final drops.
Experimental studies on the jet impingement of viscous fluids were also carried
out. Choo and Kang (2001) used glycerol solutions with di↵erent concentrations to
study the e↵ect of viscosity on the thickness of the fluid sheets formed by jet impinge-
ment experimentally. The highest viscosity of the working fluids was 0.0194 Pa.s (68%
Glycerol), almost 20 times larger than water. Although the authors found that the
thickness of the resulting sheets increases as the viscosity increases, the thinning rate
of the sheet thickness is the same as the inviscid case.
Shortly after, Lai et al. (2005) also studied the e↵ect of the viscosity on the
atomization characteristics of jet impingement. Mixture of water, sugar and alcohol
used in the experiments provided a wide range of viscosities up to 40 times larger than
that of water. Although the authors did not directly report the thickness of the fluid
sheet, results showed that drops resulting from the sheet of more viscous fluid are of
larger size, coinciding with the prediction made by Dombrowski and Johns (1963)
Most recently, Villermaux et al. (2013) attempted to study the e↵ect of viscosity on
jet impingement systematically by mimicking the work of Savart (1833). A solution of
maltodextrin mixed with water was used, which can reach a 300 times higher viscosity
than if water were used. The authors also reported a thicker sheet and a delay of the
critical Weber number that distinguishes the smooth sheet break up region and wavy
sheet break up region reported in the inviscid cases (Clanet and Villermaux, 2002,
Huang, 1970).
As mentioned before, the high viscosity and complex fluids that are of great in-
terest exhibit more than just high viscous behaviour; they are in fact non-Newtonain
fluids, or shear-thinning in nature. A shear-thinning fluid, such as ketchup, is when
the fluid undergoes a large rate of deformation and the viscosity of the fluid decreases.
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The e↵ect of viscosity on the dynamics of jet impingement demonstrated in (Choo
and Kang, 2001, Lai et al., 2005, Villermaux et al., 2013) indicates that if the local
viscosity of the fluid in the flow field varies, such as shear-thinning fluids, the dynamics
of sheet formation and the subsequent disintegration of the sheet can be largely
altered. Although very little literature exists for the e↵ect of fluid rheology on jet
impingement, some of the most recent studies highlighted the importance of non-
Newtonain fluid in the dynamics of jet impingement.
Lots of studies were made in order to discover and characterize di↵erent spray
patterns of jet impingement of non-Newtonian fluids. New patterns of the spray
such as fluid web break up Miller et al. (2005), ray shaped pattern and ligament
structures Kampen et al. (2007) were reported for the jet impingement of various
gelled fluids that are non-Newtonian in nature. These study suggest that sprays from
the impingement of gelled fluids show substantially less break-up than their non-gelled
counterparts (water) under similar test conditions. (Chojnacki and Feikema, 1994,
Negril and Ciezki, 2010)
To better understand the underlying physics of non-Newtonian shear-thinning jet
impingement, various theoretical models based on two dimensional linear stability
analysis were proposed (Chojnacki, 1997, Liu et al., 1998, Mallory and Sojka, 2014).
In these models, Liu et al. (1998) considered a non-Newtonian fluid described by a
power law rheological constitutive equation while ignoring the e↵ect of capillary forces.
Chojnacki (1997), also assuming a power law fluid, extends the comprehensive model
proposed by Dombrowski and Johns (1963), which incorporates inertial, aerodynamic,
surface tension, and viscous forces on the fluid sheet. Most recently, Mallory and
Sojka (2014), for the first time, used a nonlinear rheological expression, the Carreau-
Yasuda model of non-Newtonian liquids, and extended the model of Dombrowski and
Johns (1963). Predictions from Mallory and Sojka (2014)’s model for the droplet’s
size and break up radius showed a better comparison against experiments than the
previous existing models.
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However, all of these models assume the initial thickness of the sheet to be con-
stant or to have the thickness of an inviscid fluid sheet. Moreover, all of these model
ignore the e↵ect of complicated impact dynamics. Therefore, a huge gap exists that
requires the fundamental study of impingement of jets of non-Newtonian liquids for
the shape, thickness distribution, and velocity distribution of the sheets. The funda-
mental studies on a resulting sheet have been useful in understanding the physics of
jet impingement of Newtonian fluids.
1.3.3 Numerical Methods
An accurate analysis of drop coalescence and jet impingement is challenging be-
cause there are major complications. The first major complication is that the conser-
vation equations governing the dynamics of the fluid flow of drop coalescence and jet
impingement are highly nonlinear. The nonlinearity can be raised due to convective
transport of momentum–inertia e↵ect–if it is relatively important. But most impor-
tantly, the presence of free surface, complicated and strongly nonlinear boundary
conditions are applied, introducing the nonlinearity of the system.
The second major complication is that the location of the free surface is unknown
prior to the knowledge of the flow field, which can not be prescribed at the outset
and must be computed instead as part of the solution.
The third major complication is the application of complex fluids. In ordinary
Newtonian liquids, laminar flow fields of coalescing drops or impinging liquid jets
are very complicated already, and if the non-Newtonian e↵ect is present, such as the
application with the presence of insoluble surfactant or shear-thinning liquid, fluid
flows can be very di↵erent and even more complicated.
When insoluble surfactant is present on the fluid interface, surface tension gradient
may be induced due to the transport of surfactant through convection, di↵usion and
the contraction or dilation of the fluid interface. Such a surface tension gradient results
in a force per unit length that is locally tangential to the interface in the direction
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of the tension gradient. This is commonly known as Marangoni stress, which a↵ects
the fluid dynamics on the free surface in addition to the capillary stresses due to the
curvature of the fluid interface.
When the liquid has shear-thinning properties, fluid dynamics can be very di↵er-
ent than that of the Newtonian fluid dynamics as shown by Vaidya (2010) for the
coalescence of drops of shear-thinning fluid and by Miller et al. (2005) and Kampen
et al. (2007) for the jet impingement of gelled fluid.
To address these challenges, this thesis develops a numerical algorithm using Di-
rect Numerical Simulation (DNS). In the numerical algorithm, the coupled govern-
ing equations (momentum, continuity and convection-di↵usion transport equations, if
surfactant is present) with the proper constitutive equations are solved simultaneously
using the Galerkin finite element method for spatial discretization and an adaptive,
implicit predictor-corrector method for temporal integration. To track the deforma-
tion of fluid interfaces, the method of Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method
of spines proposed by Kistler and Scriven (1983) is employed. This method has been
successfully applied in this research group the simulations of other free surface flows
such as the capillary instability of the liquid filament of complex fluids (Dravid et al.,
2006, Muddu et al., 2012, Xue et al., 2008).
While there are other numerical algorithms capable of simulating fluid flows with
free interface including moving grid method (Braess and Wriggers, 2000), level set
method (Osher and Fedkiw, 2001) and volume of fluid method (Scardovelli and Za-
leski, 1999), there are advantages to using the finite-element method over other meth-
ods. One of the advantages is that the global solution of the velocity and pressure
fields of the fluid flow are approximated by a finite number of continuous basis func-
tions, making it a complete functional representation from which physical quantities
such as strain rates and stresses can be readily obtained. The most important ad-
vantage of using finite-element method for the problem of free surface flows is that
the weak form of the conservation equation allows the application of the capillary
traction condition (Eq. 3.5), in a most physically natural way.
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2. COALESCENCE OF VISCOUS DROPS WITH SURFACTANTS
Drop coalescence is a familiar event in both nature and technology, from spray and
atomization systems to the production of food emulsions. It is well known that
surfactants — which are ubiquitous contaminants and routinely used as industrial
additives — play an important role in preventing drop coalescence. Little is known,
however, about the mechanisms of coalescence after surfactant-laden drops make con-
tact. Here these mechanisms are analysed using high-fidelity numerical simulation.
Results from the simulations show that due to the uneven contraction of the interface
the surfactant accumulates on the liquid meniscus bridge joining the drops. Simu-
lations further reveal that the surfactant accumulation is hampered by Marangoni
stresses induced, in turn, by the uneven surfactant distribution. This study reveals
for the first time how these entwined mechanisms control the rate at which the drops
coalesce by modulating the pull of surface tension on the meniscus bridge.
This chapter contains both text and figures from a published manuscript entitled
“Coalescence of viscous drops with surfactants.” (2012, Chemical Engineering Science,
78, 9–13), the article is a product of joint e↵orts between Dr. Carlos M. Corvalan
and myself.
2.1 Introduction
When two liquid drops make contact, they coalesce due to the strong surface ten-
sion forces developed on the tiny and highly curved meniscus bridge formed between
the drops. Drop coalescence is a common phenomenon in nature — as in the coales-
cence process that produces raindrops (Berry and Reinhardt, 1974, Bowen, 1950) —
and central to many important technological processes ranging from crop spraying and
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propulsion systems (Yaghoub et al., 2010) to the formation of food emulsions (Bhakta
and Ruckenstein, 1997, McClements, 1999).
Although the coalescence of drops has been studied for more than a century (Thom-
son and Newall, 1885), only recently have advances in high-speed imaging (Aarts
et al., 2005, Thoroddsen et al., 2008, Yao et al., 2005) and high-fidelity comput-
ing (Duchemin et al., 2003, Martinez-Herrera and Derby, 1995, Oguz and Prosperetti,
1989) enabled a detailed picture of the mechanisms of coalescence immediately after
the drops are brought into contact. How surfactants influence these mechanisms is
still an open question. Indeed, most studies on surfactant-laden drops focused on
the influence of surfactants on the drainage of the fluid film separating the drops
just before coalescence (Chesters and Bazhlekov, 2000, Dai and Leal, 2008, Hodg-
son and Lee, 1969) but it is still unclear how surfactants a↵ect coalescence after the
drops make contact. While recent numerical and experimental works by Thoroddsen
et al. (2007) and Blanchette et al. (2009), highlight the critical role played by surface-
tension gradients during coalescence of two di↵erent liquids, such gradients, arising
from the surface-tension mismatch between the merging liquids, are fundamentally
di↵erent from those induced by the presence of surfactants.
To address this issue, the mechanism of coalescence of surfactant-laden drops is
studied here using direct numerical simulation; that is, solving the free-surface hy-
drodynamics coupled to the convective-di↵usion equation that governs the surfactant
transport at the phase interface. Results from the simulations reveal that due to
the uneven contraction of the phase interface, surfactants accumulate on the liquid
meniscus bridge between the drops. At the same time, interfacial motion induced by
surface-tension gradients (Marangoni stresses) opposes the accumulation process by
dragging surfactant away from the liquid bridge. This study reveals for the first time
how these competing surfactant-induced mechanisms control the rate of drop coalesce
by modulating the pull of surface tension on the meniscus bridge.
Section 2.2 summarizes the conservation equations and boundary conditions gov-
erning the fluid dynamics of coalescence of surfactant-laden drops. Section 2.3 details
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the algorithm developed for the direct numerical simulation (DNS) of this nonlinear
free-surface flow. The algorithm accurately accounts for the coupled viscous, inertial,
capillary, and surfactant e↵ects by simultaneously solving the full system of govern-
ing equations using a finite-element method with an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
scheme for tracking the deforming interface. Section 2.4 reports predictions from the
simulations which enable detailed characterization of the mechanisms of coalescence
of surfactant laden drops. Finally, section 2.5 summarizes the main findings, and
discusses limitations of the simulations and developments that are still needed.
2.2 Governing Equations
2.2.1 The Fluid Mechanics of Drop Coalescence
The dynamics of surfactant-laden drop coalescence is analyzed in this chapter by
following the time evolution of two half-drops of an incompressible Newtonian liquid
of density ⇢ and viscosity µ0 covered with an insoluble surfactant. The drops are
initially connected by a narrow neck as sketched in Figure 2.1.
The problem is described below in dimensionless form using the drop radius a as
length scale, ⌧ = aµ0/ 0 as viscous time scale, and  0/a as stress scale. The local,
time-dependent concentration of surfactant  (x, t) is measured in units of the initial
concentration  0. Similarly, the corresponding local, time-dependent surface tension
 (x, t) is measured in units of the initial surface tension of the drops  0. Both the
initial concentration of surfactant  0 and the corresponding initial surface tension  0
are considered spatially uniform at time t = 0.
The evolution of the velocity v(x, t) and pressure p(x, t) in the drops are calculated
by solving the full dimensionless axisymmetric Navier-Stokes system describing the
conservation of mass
r · v = 0, (2.1)
and momentum
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of the coalescing drops. The shape of
the axisymmetric drop interface is S(z, t). The density of the drops
is ⇢ and the viscosity µ0. The time-dependent local concentration of
surfactant is   and the local dynamic surface tension is  ; the ini-









= r ·T. (2.2)
The Navier-Stokes system is solved consistent with the balance of forces at the drop
interface (Slattery, 1990)
T · n = 2H   n, (2.3)
where
T ⌘  pI+ (rv +rvT ) (2.4)
is the Cauchy stress tensor, H(x, t) is the local interfacial curvature, and n(x, t) the
unit vector normal to the interface. For details on the calculation of the curvature
and unit normal vector see Equations (2.26) and (2.31) in section 2.3.
This study considers the coalescence of small drops, neglecting the e↵ect of gravity.
It is also assumed that the adjoining phase is a dynamically inert gas, and that mass
transfer to and from the gas phase can be neglected, as expressed by the kinematic
condition
n · (v   vs) = 0, (2.5)
where vs(x, t) is the velocity of the free interface. The choice of characteristic vis-





Following Martinez-Herrera and Derby (1994, 1995) and Eggers et al. (1999), the
simulations start with the interfacial shape S(z, t = 0) given by the exact solution
by Hopper (1984) for the coalescence of two-dimensional (cylindrical) drops. No-slip
and no-penetration conditions
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v · n = 0, v · t = 0, (2.7)
where t(x, t) is the unit tangential vector, were imposed on the solid surfaces sup-
porting the drops. The circular contact lines where the fluid interface intersects the
solid surfaces (Fig. 2.1) were considered pinned, static separation lines. On the plane
and axis of symmetry the shear-stress as well as the normal velocity were set to zero
because of the non-flux condition. In addition, on the plane of symmetry z = 0 the
interfacial slope vanishes.
2.2.2 Surfactant Transport and Marangoni Stress
Due to the presence of surfactant, the balance of forces at the interface discussed
in Equation (2.3) must be extended to consider not only the normal capillary forces
2H n but also the tangential forces rs  induced by gradients of surface tension at
the interface (Slattery, 1990):
T · n = 2H n+rs . (2.8)
The first term in the left side of Equation (2.8) is the normal capillary stress, and
the second term represents the tangential Marangoni stress (Scriven and Sternling,
1960). Both, through the dynamic surface tension  (x, t), depend on the local dis-
tribution of surfactant  (x, t) along the interface which is calculated here by solving
the full convection-di↵usion transport equation (Aris, 1962, Stone, 1990, Wong et al.,
1996)
(@ /@t)s +  (vs · n)(rs · n) +rs · ( vs · t)t  Pe 1r2s  = 0, (2.9)
where t is the unit vector tangent to the interface (see Eq. 2.30) and rs is the surface
gradient operator, which is calculated as the projection
rs ⌘ (I  nn) ·r (2.10)
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where I is the unit tensor.
The transport Equation (2.9) includes changes in surfactant concentration due
to convection, di↵usion and changes in surface area with the surfactant considered
insoluble. The dimensionless number Pe in the di↵usion term is the Peclet number
Pe ⌘ (a2/D)/⌧ (2.11)
where D is the surfactant di↵usion coe cient, and ⌧ = aµ0/ 0 the characteristic vis-
cous timescale. A large Peclet number Pe = 103 is set in the simulations presented
in this chapter because the timescale for surfactant di↵usion a2/D is typically much
larger than the viscous timescale ⌧ . In addition, following Hansen et al. (1999), Cam-
pana et al. (2004) and Dravid et al. (2006) a linear dependence of the surface tension
on the surfactant concentration
  = 1 Ma(    1), (2.12)
around the initial dimensionless concentration   = 1 was assumed. The Marangoni
(or Elasticity) number Ma characterizes the surfactant strength (Campana et al.,
2004, Hansen et al., 1999) and can be of order unity or larger (Halpern and Grotberg,
1993, Yap and Gaver, 1998).
2.3 Direct Numerical Simulation of Free-surface Flows with Surfactants
This section describes the finite element algorithm developed for the numerical
simulation of the coalescence of Newtonian drops with surfactants. This algorithm is
extended in chapter 3 to include non-Newtonian fluids.
The governing Equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.5), and (2.9) that couple the free surface
hydrodynamics and the interfacial mass transport were solved simultaneously for
velocity v(x, t), pressure p(x, t), surfactant concentration  (z, t), and location of the
free interface S(z, t) using direct numerical simulation (Scardovelli and Zaleski, 1999).
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The numerical simulation is based on the finite element method extended with
the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method of spines pioneered by Kistler and Scriven
(1983) to parametrize the deforming drop interface. The interfacial surfactant trans-
port is incorporated to the algorithm following the procedure described by Campana
et al. (2004). The algorithm was derived from others that were previously tested and
successfully applied in this research group to analyze the capillary breakup into drops
of Newtonian and non-Newtonian liquid jets with surfactants (Muddu et al., 2012,
Xue et al., 2008).
The complexity of the numerical algorithm is considerable because the problem of
surfactant-laden drop coalescence is highly nonlinear and strongly coupled. Indeed,
the problem is governed by a highly nonlinear system of partial di↵erential equations
in a continually deforming domain bounded by a free interface. The location and
shape of the free surface is unknown a priori and entangled to the computation of the
flow. The shape (curvature) of the interface drives the flow through capillarity, and
the flow, in turn, determines the location of the interface, thus leading to a highly
coupled free surface problem.
With the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method of spines, the irregular moving
boundary S(z, t) enclosing the flow domain V (t) is handled accurately and e↵ectively
by parametrization of the free phase interface. The location of the free interface is
parametrized by a set of oriented lines called spines, as sketched in Figure 2.2.
Each spine m is defined by a base point xmB from which a straight line (the spine)
travels in a direction given by a unit vector em. The spine m intersects the fluid
interface at a distance hm from the base point. Using the distance hm, the m-th





The set of the changing distances on all the spines form the vector distance
h(t) = [h1(t), h2(t), . . . ]. (2.14)
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In order to accommodate the irregular configuration of the free surface, both the
base points xmB (t) and directions e
m(t) can be chosen arbitrarily and can change with
time, as long as the free boundary representation does not become singular (Saito
and Scriven, 1981). In the simulations of drop coalescence in this chapter the base
points xmB were fixed and located along the axis of symmetry r = 0. In addition, the
spines are allowed to move only in the radial direction, that is em = er. Therefore,
the location of the phase interface is only a function of the vector distance h, which
is calculated simultaneously with the velocity, pressure and surfactant concentration
fields in the deforming flow domain.
The flow domain enclosed by the free surface is then discretized into quadrilateral
finite elements (Reddy, 2004), so that the vertices of the elements (nodes) are aligned
along the spines as sketched in Figure 2.2. The interfacial nodes xms change location
following the material motion of the free interface as it deforms with the flow field
as discussed above (Lagrangian motion). But the internal nodes xj are arbitrarily
restricted to move along the spines following the deformation of the interface to ensure
a smooth distortion of the elements (Eulerian motion). Therefore, the coordinates
of all the internal nodes xj = (zj, rj) depend on the location of the corresponding
interfacial node, and, through Equation (2.13), on the vector distance h(t). That is,
zj = zj(h), rj = rj(h). (2.15)
To account for the arbitrary motion of the nodes originated by the deformation







+ (v   ẋ) ·rv, (2.16)
where ẋ is the Eulerian velocity of the individual grid nodes.
Following the conventional approach in computational fluid dynamics, mixed
finite-element interpolation was used to expand the velocity and pressure fields (Reddy,
2004). Therefore, while the velocity field v(x, t) was interpolated using nine-node bi-
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Figure 2.2. Parametrization of the free interface using the
method of spines. The location of the deforming interface (red
line) is parametrized at each time step by a distance hm measured
along arbitrary spines (blue lines) defined by a base point xmB and a
direction em.
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quadratic finite-element basis functions  j, the pressure field p(x, t) was interpolated










i (⇠, ⌘) . (2.18)
The deforming finite-elements in the physical domain are mapped isoparametri-
cally mapped in the computational domain defined by the coordinates (⇠, ⌘) on an
non-deforming unit square, as shown in Figure 2.2 (Reddy, 2004).
Using Equation (2.15), the global coordinates (z, r) are then expanded as




j (⇠, ⌘) , (2.19)




j (⇠, ⌘) . (2.20)





hk(t) ̂k (⇠) . (2.21)
Here, the basis functions  ̂k are one-dimensional quadratic functions. These one-
dimensional functions result from collapsing the two-dimensional bi-quadratic basis
functions  j (⇠, ⌘) onto the line ⌘ = 1 which corresponds to the free interface in the
computational domain. That is,
 ̂k (⇠) =  j (⇠, ⌘ = 1) , (2.22)
as sketched in Figure 2.2 (red line).
The Galerkin/finite-element weighted residual of the continuityRc and momentum
equations Rm were formulated by first multiplying Equation (2.1) and Equation (2.2)
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by the bi-linear  i and bi-quadratic  j basis functions used to expand the pressure












+ (v   ẋ) ·rv
 
 r ·T} dV = 0. (2.24)
In order to apply the traction boundary condition Equation (2.8) accounting for
the capillary and the Marangoni stresses, the term ( j r ·T) in the weighted residual














 j [2H n+rs ] dA = 0, (2.25)
The curvature H on the capillary term was calculated as
2H =  rs · n = (1 + 2), (2.26)
where n is the unit vector normal to the interface.
The surface gradient operator rs = (I  nn) ·r can be expressed in terms of the
arc length s of the interface as:
rs( ) = d( )
ds
t, (2.27)
where t is the unit vector tangential to the interface. Therefore the axial curvature







2 =  (n · er)
rs
, (2.29)
where rs is the radial coordinate of the interface (Kistler and Scriven, 1983).
The unit tangent and normal vectors to a free surface were calculated using the










































The weighted residual Rkk of the kinematic equation was formulated by first multiply-
ing Equation (2.5) by the quadratic basis functions  ̂k used to expand the location of




 ̂k [(v   ẋs) · n] dA = 0. (2.34)
Similarly, the Galerkin weighted residual Rks of the convection-di↵usion equation
is obtained by multiplying Equation (2.9) by the quadratic functions  ̂k, and then








  ẋs ·rs  +  (vs · n)(rs · n)




dA = 0. (2.35)
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In order to apply appropriate boundary conditions for the transport of surfac-
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dA = 0. (2.36)
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where S = 0 and S = SF represent the arc length of the points located at the interface
at z =  1 and z = 0, respectively.
After the application of the divergence theorem, the two boundary conditions on
the supporting solid surface (S = 0) and on the symmetry contact line between the
drops (S = SF ) can both be applied in a natural way. First, the condition of null




t = 0, at S = 0, S = SF . (2.38)
Second, the non-slip and the symmetry boundary conditions at the solid surface and
at the symmetry contact line require that
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vs · t = 0, at S = 0, S = SF . (2.39)
Therefore, the boundary conditions Equations (2.38) and (2.39) can both be imposed
in a natural way by simply eliminating the last term in Equation (2.37).
The finite element formulation reduces the governing Equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.5),
and (2.9) to a system of nonlinear ordinary di↵erential equations with respect to
time. A second-order trapezoidal finite di↵erence method was used to discretize
the time derivative with an Adam-Bashforth predictor as proposed by Gresho et al.
(1980). Initial transients were smoothed using a backward di↵erence method with
constant time step during the first four time steps, as proposed by Kheshgi and
Scriven (1983). After the initial smoothing, the time steps were chosen adaptively by
using the continuation method proposed by Corvalan and Saita (1991).
The resulting nonlinear system of equations was then solved using full Newton’s
method. The advantage of using a full Newton iteration is that the convergence rate
is quadratic due to the asymptotic behavior of the Newton’s method. However, such
a benefit requires careful derivation of the elements of the analytical Jacobian matrix
with respect to the location of the free interface.
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 The Fluid Dynamics of Coalescence
When two liquid drops make contact, the narrow liquid neck that connects the
drops widens driven by the strong capillary force acting on the meniscus formed
around the neck. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 illustrate key features of this dynamics for
drops with clean interface.
Figure 2.3 shows predictions of the capillary pressure and stream paths at an
early stage in the coalescence of two viscous drops (Re = 10). Due to the large axial
curvature of the interface in the vicinity of the contact point, the capillary pressure
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on the meniscus is comparatively low (red in the figure) and, as a consequence, the
liquid is rapidly drawn into the liquid neck.
Figure 2.4 shows predictions of the velocity field and the interfacial shape at
three di↵erent times during the coalescence process. A key feature of the coalescence
dynamics observed in the figure is that because the meniscus joining the drops is
highly curved the flow rearranges drastically over very short distances (inset).
Comparing the numerical simulations against high-speed visualization data in Fig-
ures 2.5 and 2.6 shows that the simulations closely follow the dynamics of coalescence.
In Figure 2.5, results from high-speed visualization experiments made by Yao et al.
(2005) for the time evolution of the radius of the neck found between the drops were
used as a benchmark. The experiments were carried out using viscous silicone-oil
drops with viscosities 103 cS (squares) and 105 cS (circles). As shown in the figure
the computational results obtained with the algorithm developed in section 2.3 (red
line) show very good agreement with the experimental data (symbols).
Figure 2.6 compares numerical simulations against a tiny meniscus profile ob-
served by Thoroddsen et al. (2005) using high-speed visualization experiments. The
experiments were carried out using silicone drops with a viscosity of 0.22 Pa.s. As in
Figure 2.5, the agreement between the experiments (diamonds) and the simulations
(red line) in Figure 2.6 is excellent. The figure compares three simulations (solid lines
in the figure) with di↵erent number of meshes. The degree of freedom ranges from
8, 000 to 10, 000 with the minimum size of the mesh defined as 10 8, 5 ⇥ 10 8 and
10 9. The simulations are overlapped and the set of mesh with the smallest minimum
size 10 9 is used for rest of the simulations in this chapter.
Together, the experiments in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 provide observational evidence
for the direct numerical simulations, and strengthen the confidence in the conclusion
the simulations help reveal in the next section.
An additional test was developed to compare the numerical simulations against
results from an analytical solution developed by Hopper (1984). The analytical so-
lution corresponds to the coalescence of two-dimensional (cylindrical) drops in the
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Figure 2.3. Flow and pressure field at the onset of coales-
cence. The fluid is driven into the liquid bridge (left drop) by the
gradient of capillary pressure in the highly curved meniscus joining
the drops (right drop). Here, the Reynolds number is Re = 10, and
the dimensionless viscous time is t = 0.045.
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Figure 2.4. Evolution of drop coalescence. Shape and cross-
sectional radial velocity during the coalescence of two viscous drops.
The Reynolds number is Re = 10, and the dimensionless viscous times
are t = 0.035, 0.160 and 0.230. Here dark red represents large radial
velocity.
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Figure 2.5. Coalesce of viscous drops. Experimental data by
Yao et al. (2005) show the time evolution of the minimum neck ra-
dius rb during the coalescence of highly viscous silicone-oil drops with
Reynolds numbers Re = 0.0044 (circles) and Re = 0.44 (squares).
Simulation data corresponds to the Stokes regime (red solid line).
The initial bridge radius cannot be determined from the experiments,
so it was chosen to match the experimental data.
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Figure 2.6. Meniscus profile between two glycerin drops.
Meniscus profile from simulations (red solid line) shows excellent
agreement with high-speed photography data by Thoroddsen et al.
(2005) for the coalescence of two viscous glycerin drops (diamonds).
The viscosity of the drops is µ = 0.22 Pa.s. Simulations with three
di↵erent mesh sizes are tested and the results are overlapped. The
degree of freedom ranges from 8, 000 to 10, 000 with the minimum
size of the mesh defined as 10 8, 5⇥ 10 8 and 10 9.
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Figure 2.7. Drop coalescence in the Stokes limit. Time evo-
lution of the minimum neck radius rb during the coalescence of
two-dimensional (cylindrical) drops obtained analytically by Hopper
(1984) (green solid line) and three-dimensional drops from the simu-
lations (black solid line) in the Stokes limit. The theory and the sim-
ulations show excellent agreement up to neck radius rb ⇡ 0.5. Three
meniscus profiles at bridge radius rb = 0.15 (black), rb = 0.25 (red),
and rb = 0.35 (blue) from the simulation (solid lines) also show ex-
cellent agreement with the analytical interfacial shapes (dashed lines)
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Stokes limit (Re = 0). Although clearly di↵erent at later times, the evolution of the
meniscus during the coalescence of two-dimensional cylindrical drops is expected to
agree with that of three-dimensional spherical drops at early times, as demonstrated
by Eggers et al. (1999). Figure 2.7 shows an excellent agreement between the simu-
lations (black line) and the two-dimensional analytical solution (green line) up to a
neck radius rb ⇡ 0.5, or about one half of the initial drop radius. For additional com-
parison, the figure also shows the theoretical equilibrium radius 21/2 for cylindrical
drops (green dashed line) and the equilibrium radius 21/3 for spherical drops (black
dashed line).
2.4.2 Rate of Coalescence of Surfactant-laden Drops
To gain initial insight into the mechanisms behind the coalescence of surfactant-
laden drops, this section compares the rate of coalescence of pairs of drops with
(Ma = 0.6) and without (Ma = 0) surfactant, starting from quiescent identical
viscous drops (Re = 10) connected by a thin liquid bridge.
Both the bridge between the drops with clean interface and the bridge between
the surfactant-laden drops widen under the outward pull of surface tension at the
joining meniscus, as shown in Figure 2.8.
For the drops with clean interface (Fig. 2.8, red line), the bridge radius rb(t) =
S(z = 0, t) exhibits a rapid initial growth, which then slows in a manner similar to
what is observed in experiments. (See, for example, the experiments by Yao et al.
(2005) shown in Fig. 2.5).
For the drops with surfactant (Fig. 2.8, blue line), the liquid bridge grows signifi-
cantly more slowly, despite the fact that both computations in Figure 2.8 begin with
identical dimensionless surface tension   = 1. That is, the drops with clean interface
and the drops with surfactant both have the same initial dimensional surface tension
 0.
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Meniscus profiles in Figure 2.9 further illustrate the significance of the lower co-
alescence rate in the surfactant-laden drops. Whereas the liquid bridge between the
drops with surfactant doubles in size at a viscous dimensionless time t = 0.11 after
the onset of coalescence (Fig. 2.9, blue line), the bridge between the drops with clean
interface reaches almost a three-fold increase during the same time span (Fig. 2.9,
red line).
Figure 2.10 illustrates the bulk and interfacial velocity corresponding to the drops
in Figure 2.9 . The figure shows that at the same neck radius (rb ⇡ 0.15), the bulk
fluid in the vicinity of the meniscus flows at higher radial velocity (red in the figure)
in the drops with clean interface. At the interface, the velocity for the drops with
clean interface almost double that of the drops with surfactant.
2.4.3 E↵ect of the Uneven Contraction of the Drop Interface
This section seeks to uncover what causes the lower rate of coalescence in surfactant-
laden drops, such as those illustrated in Figure 2.8. It is important to reiterate here
that both coalescence processes illustrated in Figure 2.8 start with drops with iden-
tical initial surface tension  0. In addition, the convective capillary flow drags the
insoluble surfactant away from the meniscus. Therefore, it is unclear what causes the
lower rate of coalescence in the surfactant-laden case. As there are several forces at
play at the tiny scale of the joining meniscus, the precise mechanism of coalescence
of surfactant-laden drops has been, so far, elusive.
Results from the simulations demonstrate that the cause of the slower rate of
coalescence in the surfactant-laden case is that the fast contraction of the meniscus
surface area that occurs in the early stages locally increases the concentration of
surfactant. Indeed, due to large di↵erences in local interfacial curvature, and conse-
quently in local interfacial velocity, the surface of coalescing drops contracts at dif-
ferent rates, and this contraction is most severe on the meniscus bridge. Accordingly,













Figure 2.8. Normalized bridge radius. Time evolution of the
minimum radius of the liquid bridge rb(t) connecting two drops with
clean interface (red line) and two drops with surfactant (blue line)
normalized with respect to the initial bridge radius rb(0). Here, the
initial bridge radius is rb(0) = 0.07, and the Marangoni number is












Figure 2.9. Normalized interfacial shape. Profiles S(z, t) of the
meniscus bridge formed between drops with clean interface (red line)
and drops with surfactant (blue line) at times t = 0.11 and time t = 0
(black line). Here, the initial bridge radius is rb(0) = 0.07, and the
Marangoni number is Ma = 0.6 for the drops with surfactant.
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Figure 2.10. Bulk and interfacial radial velocity in the menis-
cus bridge. Bulk and interfacial radial velocities vs around the
meniscus bridges corresponding to Figure 2.9 between drops with
clean interface (Ma = 0, right panel) and drops with surfactant
(Ma = 0.6, left panel) at neck radius rb = 0.147. Here, red rep-















































































































































































tion of surfactant on the meniscus during the early stages of coalescence, as shown in
Figure 2.11a. To gain a sense of scale, note that the domain of Figure 2.11a showing
early profiles of interfacial concentration is about a hundredth of the drop diameter.
This accumulation of surfactant directly a↵ects the rate at which the drops coalesce
by decreasing the pull of surface tension on the highly curved meniscus bridge.
Interestingly, the simulations also show that although the concentration of surfac-
tant is dominated by the contraction of the meniscus at early times, at later times
the surrounding flow limits the extent to which this concentration can grow. Indeed,
during the initial period of surfactant accumulation the influence of the accelerating
convective flow around the meniscus becomes increasingly important. This convective
flow — and in much less extent, di↵usion — drags the surfactant up the side of the
drops decreasing the rate of surfactant accumulation. Accordingly, the simulations
show that the concentration of surfactant on the meniscus reaches a maximum and
then decreases as shown in Figure 2.11b. Note that, despite the decrease in surfac-
tant concentration due to the convective flow, the surface tension on the meniscus
remains low because the convective process does not deplete the previously accumu-
lated surfactant below the initial (dimensionless) concentration   = 1. As shown in
Figure 2.12, the maximum concentration of surfactant at the meniscus occurs early
in the process, at a viscous time t ⇡ 0.064 .
2.4.4 E↵ect of the Marangoni Stress
The convective flow responsible for surfactant transport in the vicinities of the
meniscus is driven by capillarity, but also includes an important contribution induced
by Marangoni stresses. Indeed, the rapid contraction of the tiny meniscus results not
only in lower local surface tension but also leads to strong surface-tension gradients
(cf. Fig. 2.11). These gradients, in turn, generate tangential Marangoni stresses










Figure 2.12. Time evolution of the interfacial surfactant con-
centration on the joining meniscus. The surfactant concentra-
tion on the joining meniscus bridge  (z = 0, t) increases to almost two
times the initial concentration  0 at a viscous time t ⇡ 0.064. Here,
the Marangoni number is Ma = 0.6.
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regions of low surface tension, and enhance the flow up the side of the drops through
momentum transfer.
Early velocity fields close to the meniscus illustrated in Figures 2.14 demonstrate
the important contribution of the Marangoni stress to the interfacial tangential mo-
tion and the surrounding fluid. Note that the intrusion of the enhanced tangential
velocity into the flow field creates recirculation patterns (Figs. 2.14b and c) that are
not observed in the absence of surfactant (Fig. 2.14a) at the instance.
The resulting changes in the bulk flow may suggest new avenues for the design
of improved mixing patterns in microfluidic applications (Lai et al., 2010), while the
enhanced tangential interfacial flow could have important consequences on the phe-
nomenon of partial drop coalescence (Blanchette and Bigioni, 2006, Blanchette et al.,
2009). The significance of the Marangoni stress is further emphasized in Figure 2.13,
which compares the tangential velocity vt ⌘ vs · t along the interface of the drop
for the three cases depicted in Figures 2.14. From this new perspective, it becomes
clear that the portion of the interface where the liquid moves away from the meniscus
(vt < 0) can reach values more than six times larger on the surfactant-laden drops
than on the drops with clean interface (Fig. 2.13).
2.5 Conclusion
Results from this numerical study uncover the main physical mechanisms involved
in the coalescence of drops with surfactant after the drops make contact. Simulations
show that when two liquid drops coalesce their surface area decreases unevenly. The
surface contraction is most severe right on the meniscus bridge between the drops
and becomes much less noticeable toward the side of the drops. As a result surfac-
tants accumulate on the joining meniscus. Interestingly, this process is hampered by
Marangoni flows driven by surface-tension gradients which, in turn, are induced by
the uneven surfactant accumulation. These entwined mechanisms, uncovered for the










Figure 2.13. Interfacial velocity profile. Interfacial tangential
velocity corresponding to the three cases depicted in Figure 2.14:
Ma = 0 (solid line), Ma = 0.6 (dashed line) and Ma = 1.2 (dash
dot line). Negative velocity indicates flow away from the meniscus
and the solid circle indicates the location on the interface where the



























































































































































lating the pull of surface tension on the widening meniscus bridge. It is expected that
this new insight into the physical mechanisms of coalescence will enhance the under-
standing of two-phase systems involving small drops, such as spray, atomization, food
emulsions, and microfuidic applications.
Although the numerical simulations in this study solve the full system of Navier-
Stokes and surfactant-transport equations, the results are certainly limited by several
simplifying assumptions in the model system. Future works should generalize these
results to include soluble surfactants (Lobo and Svereika, 2003), higher Reynolds
numbers (Eggers et al., 1999), and nonlinear surfactant equations of state (Milliken
et al., 1993) (including potential micellar interactions on the meniscus (Craster et al.,
2009)) to ensure a more complete understanding of the mechanisms of coalescence in
the presence of surfactants.
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3. IMPINGEMENT OF VISCOUS AND SHEAR-THINNING LIQUID JETS
3.1 Impingement of Viscous Liquid Jets
The impingement of low-viscosity liquid jets has been studied extensively for over
a century due to its fundamental scientific interest and its practical importance in
spray and atomization technologies. However, the role of the fluid viscosity on the
impingement of viscous liquid jets is largely unknown despite the fact that viscous
liquids are common in spray and atomization processes ranging from spray drying in
the food industry to the atomization of gelled propellants in rocket engines.
This Section reports direct numerical simulations that enable a detailed analysis
of the influence of viscosity on the impingement dynamics. The simulations solve
the complete Navier-Stokes system governing the free-surface dynamics, and so fully
account for the interplay of inertia, viscous and capillary forces. Results show that
the liquid viscosity profoundly a↵ects the impingement dynamics. The simulations
demonstrate that the collision of moderately viscous jets generates a fluid sheet that
thins at a rate r 1 with the distance r from the impact point, in contrast to the
inertial case in which the sheet thins at a faster rate r 2. As the viscosity increases
further, the fluid sheets become thicker and more uniform, and contrary to the inertial
case, the velocity of the sheets are lower than the velocity of the jets. Results further
reveal that due to viscous stresses the impact pressure generated by the collision of
viscous liquid jets scales as Re 1, where Re is the jet Reynolds number.
This section contains both text and figures from a published manuscript entitled
“Influence of viscosity on the impingement of laminar liquid jets.” (2014, Chemical En-
gineering Science, 119, 182–186), the article is a product of joint e↵orts between Dr.
Carlos M. Corvalan and myself.
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3.1.1 Introduction
The collision of two inviscid liquid jets facing one another has been extensively
studied since the pioneering works of Savart (1833) and later Ranz (1959) and Taylor
(1960) due to its fundamental fluid mechanics interest and its practical importance
in spray and atomization processes. As a result of these studies, it is now known
that inertial liquid sheets resulting from the collision of low-viscosity liquid jets ex-
pand radially at constant speed unopposed by viscosity (Ranz, 1959, Taylor, 1960).
As the inertial sheets expand, the liquid at the edge of the sheets accumulates in
a toroidal rim which eventually disintegrates into drops at a distance from the im-
pact point which is known as the Taylor radius (Bush and Hasha, 2004, Clanet and
Villermaux, 2002, Huang, 1970, Taylor, 1960). Understanding this free-surface flow
is relevant to diverse spray technologies including spray drying, spray painting and
crop spraying, and is central to the production of food emulsions, the atomization
of fuel in combustion engines, and the atomization of propellants in rocket engines
for space and defense technologies (Ashgriz, 2011, Bremond and Villermaux, 2006,
Clanet and Villermaux, 2002, Lefebvre, 1988, Mahajan and Kirwan, 1996, Ryan et al.,
1993, Sutton, 1992, Villermaux et al., 2013).
Although the bulk of the research has focused on the dynamics of inertial jets,
understanding the influence of viscosity on the dynamics of jet impingement is criti-
cal, as viscous fluids are ubiquitous in spray and atomization processes. Examples of
these fluids include inks, paints, food emulsions and polymeric solutions, and, more re-
cently, gelled propellants for rocket and missile engines (Baek et al., 2011, Chen et al.,
2012a,b, Howell et al., 2010, Kampen et al., 2007, Mallory and Sojka, 2014, Viller-
maux et al., 2013, Yang et al., 2012, 2014). These are typically highly viscous fluids,
which may also exhibit non-Newtonian shear-thinning and elastic behaviour (James
et al., 2009, Santos et al., 2010, Yang et al., 2013).
Recent studies using viscous glycerol solutions (Choo and Kang, 2001, Yang et al.,
2014) and viscous alcohol-sugar solutions (Lai et al., 2005) have shown that the colli-
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sion of viscous jets generates expanding sheets which are thicker than those generated
from the collision of inviscid jets, with the consequent impact in sheet stability and
drop size. However, how precisely viscous stresses influence the impingement dynam-
ics, and how these dynamics determine the velocity and thickness of the expanding
sheets remain poorly understood.
Here high-fidelity numerical simulation is used to gain insight into the influence
of viscosity on the dynamics of jet impingement. Section 3.1.2 states the Navier-
Stokes system governing the axisymmetric impingement of two facing laminar jets,
and the direct numerical simulation procedure used to simultaneously solve the full
Navier-Stokes system for velocity, pressure and location of the interface by Newton
iteration. Section 3.1.4, discusses the results from the simulations. By varying the
liquid viscosity over about six decades, results help identify the influence of viscous
stresses in the dynamics of jet impingement at intermediate liquid viscosities, and
contrast these novel findings against the inviscid and Stokes limits.
3.1.2 Problem Description and Governing Equations
The dynamics of jet impingement is analyzed here by following the evolution of
the axisymmetric collision of two identical facing jets of an incompressible Newtonian
liquid of constant density ⇢, viscosity µ, and surface tension  . The configuration of
the system is sketched in Figure 3.1.
The problem is described below in dimensionless form using the jet radius a as
the characteristic length scale, aµ/  as the viscous timescale, and  /a as the stress
and pressure scale.
The evolution of the liquid velocity v(x, t) and pressure p(x, t) are calculated by
solving the full, axisymmetric Navier-Stokes system:












We ( pI+rv +rvT ) (3.3)
is the dimensionless Cauchy stress tensor.





which measures the importance of inertia relative to viscous forces. The velocity Û
is the dimensional jet velocity, the profiles of which are considered constant in all the
simulations in this Chapter.
The e↵ect of capillarity enters in the Navier-Stokes system through the balance
of forces at the free interface (Slattery, 1990):






is the Weber number based on the jet diameter 2a, which represents the ratio of
inertial forces to surface tension forces, and n is the unit vector normal to the interface.
The mean curvature of the interface H is calculated as
H =  1/2 rs · n, (3.7)
where
rs = (I  nn) ·r (3.8)
is the surface gradient operator (Deen, 2011, p. 580; Slattery, 1990, p. 653). Simu-
lations are carried out in the smooth region We < 1000 in which the adjoining gas
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phase can be considered dynamically inert (Clanet and Villermaux, 2002, Huang,
1970).
The requirement that there is no liquid crossing the phase interface is guaranteed
by imposing the kinematic condition
n · (v   vs) = 0 (3.9)
where vs is the velocity of the points on the interface. At the plane and axis of
symmetry the shear stress vanishes and the velocity normal to the boundaries are set
to zero because of the non-flux condition.
3.1.3 Direct Numerical Simulation of Jet Impingement
In this Chapter the full Navier-Stokes system of equations (Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2) and
the kinematic condition (Eq. 3.9) governing the free-surface dynamics of axisymmetric
jet impingement are solved simultaneously for velocity, pressure and location of the
moving interface using direct numerical simulation.
The direct numerical simulation scheme is analogous to the numerical algorithm
already described in Section 2.3, and so is only briefly summarized here. In this
algorithm the finite-element method along with the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
method of spines (Kistler and Scriven, 1983) is used to discretize the governing par-
tial di↵erential equations in space. Then, the resulting ordinary di↵erential equations
are discretized in time using a second-order Adam-Bashforth predictor-corrector with
a trapezoidal rule (Gresho et al., 1980) in which the time steps are adaptively cho-
sen using a first order continuation method (Corvalan and Saita, 1991). To enhance
convergence and numerical e ciency, the set of highly coupled, strongly non-linear
algebraic equations resulting from the spatial and temporal discretization are simul-
taneously solved by Newton’s method with full analytical Jacobian.
The arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method of spines used in this chapter to para-
metrize the deforming free interface was also described in detail in Section 2.3. In the
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Figure 3.1. Impingement of two laminar liquid jets. Axisym-
metric impingement of two facing liquid jets of radius a and velocity
Û . The density of the liquid is ⇢, the viscosity µ, and the surface
tension  . The thickness of the radially expanding liquid sheet is 2ĥ.
The sheet profile in this sketch corresponds to the case discussed in
Figure 3.7b.
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method of spines, the location xms of a generic finite-element node m on the interface
is parametrized by a distance hm along a directed line (or spine) defined by a base






However, the parametrization of the deforming interface in the problem of jet impinge-
ment is much more challenging than in the problem of drop coalescence discussed in
Section 2.3 for two main reasons.
The first challenge is that during jet impingement the dominant direction of the
flow changes from axially dominated in the colliding jets to radially dominated in the
expanding liquid sheet (see Figure 3.1). To address this challenge, the base points xmB
were located not only along the axis of symmetry in the jets, but also along the radial
axis in the fluid sheet. Moreover, the spines were allowed to expand not only in the
axial (em = ez) and radial (em = er) directions but also in oblique directions given
by em = cos ✓m ez + sin ✓m er, where the angle ✓m characterizes suitable directions
chosen to better describe the deforming interface.
A second important challenge is that the radial liquid sheet expands from a tiny
nascent sheet immediately after the impact to a fully developed sheet bounded by a
toroidal rim in the long time limit (see Figure 3.7). To address this challenge, the base
points xmB were allowed to change location at each time step along the radial axis,
that is xmB = x
m
B (t). The movement of the base point follows the material motion of
the edge of the sheet as it expands with the flow field, thus avoiding large distortion
of the finite element mesh (see Figure 3.2). Moreover, mesh independence studies
were conducted in order to make sure that pressure, velocity and the sheet profile
and its bounding toroidal rim were well defined as the sheet expands. From these
studies, finite-element meshes with 8000  10000 degrees of freedom were selected for
the simulations depending on the jet Reynolds number Re and the Weber number
We (see Fig. 3.3).
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Figure 3.2. Parametrization of the free interface using the
method of spines. The location xs of the finite element nodes on
the deforming interface (red line) is parametrized at each timestep by
a distance hm measured along spines (arrows) defined by base point
xmb and a direction em.
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Figure 3.3. Typical finite element mesh on the expanding
liquid sheet. An example of finite element mesh of jet impingement
used in the simulations in this Chapter show that mesh is structured
in a way to better represent the fluid interface, both at the transition
region (left inset) and close to the bounding rim (right inset).
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3.1.4 Results and Discussion
By solving the full Navier-Stokes system of equations, the direct numerical sim-
ulations enabled a detailed analysis of the influence of viscosity on the dynamics
of jet impingement. The analysis reveals important di↵erences between the viscous
and inertial impingement dynamics in both the early and the late stages of sheet
formation.
Early Stages of Sheet Expansion
Figure 3.4 illustrates the free-surface dynamics developed immediately after the
impact of two laminar liquid jets in the inertial regime (Re = 3000). The pressure
field shows that, as expected, the pressure rises sharply in the vicinities of the impact
point due to the dissipation of the kinetic energy of the jets. Accordingly, results
shows that the dimensionless stagnation pressure p ⇡ 200 (red in the figure) agrees
well with the estimate p = 1/4 We, which can be calculated by balancing pressure
and inertia forces. This region of high pressure around the stagnation point drives
flow in the radial direction forming the incipient liquid sheet observed in Figure 3.4.
This is probably the first time that the formation of the expanding sheet is analyzed
numerically at such an early stage.
As time progresses, the liquid at the tip of the expanding sheet accumulates in a
toroidal rim under the influence of surface tension, as exemplified in the high Re case
of Figure 3.5. The toroidal rim begins to form very early in the expansion process,
in a manner similar to that observed in the experiments by Clanet and Villermaux
(2002, Fig. 10).
As time progresses further, inertia generates additional capillary waves behind
of the bounding rim of the low-viscosity sheet, as shown in Figure 3.6a. Moreover,
Figure 3.6b demonstrates that the liquid attains the jet velocity at about two jet
radii from the stagnation point and, after a brief acceleration at the rim neck, the
velocity decreases near the edge of the sheet because of the surface tension forces
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Figure 3.4. Incipient radial sheet formed by the impingement
of two laminar liquid jets. Pressure field developed immediately
after the impingement of two laminar liquid jets in the inertial regime.
The high pressure developed in the impact region (red in the figure)
drives fluid in the radial direction forming an incipient liquid sheet.
Here, the jet Reynolds number is Re = 3000, and the Weber number
is We = 800.
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Figure 3.5. Toroidal rim formed during impingement of two
laminar liquid jets. Liquid sheet developed shortly after the im-
pingement of two laminar jets in the inertial regime. The liquid at
the edge of the expanding sheet accumulates in a toroidal rim under
the influence of surface tension. Here, the jet Reynolds number is
Re = 1000, and the Weber number is We = 200.
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and the inertia of the mass of fluid accumulated in the rim. A clear indication exists
in the experiments by Clanet and Villermaux (2002) that the velocity of the liquid
sheet is larger than the speed of the bounding rim, as observed in the simulations in
Figure 3.6b.
The critical influence of the liquid viscosity in the early stages of sheet formation
is illustrated in Figure 3.7, which compares incipient sheet profiles for three di↵erent
jet Reynolds numbers. In the high Re case illustrated in Figure 3.7a the liquid
accumulates in a toroidal rim under the influence of surface tension as discussed
above.
As the jet Reynolds number progressively decreases, viscous forces delay the for-
mation of the toroidal rim as shown in Figures 3.7b and 3.7c. Although in a di↵erent
setting, the gradual disappearance of the toroidal rim as the liquid viscosity increases
has been reported by Brenner and Guey er (1999) when comparing inertial and vis-
cous planar sheets retracting under the action of capillary forces.
Moreover, the sheet profiles in Figures 3.7 also uncover the dramatic influence of
viscosity on the thickness of the expanding sheets. As Re decreases, from Figure 3.7d
to Figure 3.7f, viscous e↵ects become increasingly important, and the thickness of the
liquid sheets increases as a consequence of the enhanced momentum transfer.
Later Stages of Sheet Expansion
The influence of viscosity in the long time limit is illustrated in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.
The figures compare both the midplane velocity v (Fig. 3.8) and the dimensionless
half sheet thickness h (Fig. 3.9) for a high viscosity sheet with Re = 0.001 and for
the high inertia sheet with Re = 1000 discussed at early times in Figure 3.7a.
For the high jet Reynolds number case, inertial e↵ects dominate the dynamics,
and so the liquid sheet expands at constant velocity U unopposed by viscous stresses
as shown in Figure 3.8 (triangles).
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Figure 3.6. Shape and midplane velocity of an expanding
inertial sheet. (a) Profile of the liquid sheet corresponding to Fig-
ure 3.5 at a later time in which the sheet edge is 7 jet radii away
from the impact point. As time progresses, the inertia of the sheet
generates capillary waves behind the bounding rim. (b) Normalized
velocity v/U along the impact plane. The liquid attains the jet ve-
locity U shortly after the stagnation region, and then slows near the
edge of the sheet due to the action of surface tension.
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Figure 3.7. Influence of viscosity on the shapes of radially
expanding sheets. Profiles of axisymmetric liquid sheets during
the early stages of expansion for the jet Reynolds number are (a, d)
Re = 1000, (b, e) Re = 100, and (c, f) Re = 10. As the viscosity of
the liquid increases, the thickness of the sheet increases, and viscous
forces delay the formation of the toroidal bounding rim. Here, the
Weber number is We = 200, and the profiles correspond to sheet
edges located at 1.1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 jet radii away from the impact
point.
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Accordingly, the sheet thickness decreases as h = 1/2 r 1 as required by mass
conservation as shown in Figure 3.9 (triangles). Therefore, the simulations for the
high inertia sheet are in good agreement with the classical results by Taylor (1960) for
inviscid sheets, which are depicted as a solid line in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 for comparison.
Note, however, that the agreement between theory and simulations occurs after a
flow rearrangement zone, which is confined to approximately two jet radii from the
impingement region as shown by the cross-sectional velocity field of Figure 3.10.
More recently, observations of this inertial scaling were reported by Clanet and
Villermaux (2002) from measurements in water sheets in the smooth region (We <
1000). Figure 3.11 shows that the agreement between their experiments and the simu-
lations is excellent. In addition, both simulations (circles) and experiments (squares)
confirm that inertial sheets thin at the theoretical rate dh/dr =  1/2 r 2 (solid line).
For the low jet Reynolds number case in Figure 3.8 viscous e↵ects dominate the dy-
namics, and so the sheet expands at decreasing velocity hampered by viscous stresses
(Fig. 3.8, circles). Contrary to the inertial case in which the sheet travels with veloc-
ity U , in the viscous case the velocity of the sheet is strongly a↵ected by the viscous
stresses developed during the transition from axial to radial flow in the impact region.
Nevertheless, the scaling of the viscous velocity can be explained by a simple one-
dimensional force balance in the Stokes limit, which yields the relationship v ⇠ 1/r
exhibited by the simulations.
Indeed, neglecting inertial and surface tension forces in the Stokes limit, a simple
force balance shows that the radial gradient of momentum flux must remain constant











which prescribes a radial velocity v that must scale as r 1, as observed in the simula-
tions in Figure 3.8 (circles) for radius r > 2. Accordingly, the simulations show that
the axisymmetric sheet profile remains uniform to satisfy mass conservation (Fig. 3.9,
















Figure 3.8. Normalized sheet velocity in the inertial and
Stokes regimes. The normalized velocity v/U along the impact
plane remains constant in the inertial regime (Re = 1000, triangle)
















Figure 3.9. Sheet thickness in the inertial and Stokes
regimes. The sheet thickness h decreases as r 1 in the inertial regime
(Re = 1000, triangle) but remains essentially constant in the Stokes
limit (Re = 0.001, circle).
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Figure 3.10. Radial velocity field in the inertial regime. Cross
sectional radial velocity field shows that after approximately two jet
radii from the impact point the sheet velocity both reaches the ini-
tial velocity U of the jets (red in the figure) and becomes essentially
uniform across the sheet thickness. Here, the jet Reynolds number is
Re = 1000, and the Weber number is We = 200, red indicates high













Figure 3.11. Sheet thickness variation in the inertial regime.
Simulations results (circles) are in good agreement with measure-
ments by interferometry technique by Clanet and Villermaux (2002)
(squares) for water sheets with the jet Reynolds number Re = 4100,
and the Weber numbers We = 320 (open symbols), and We = 400
(solid symbols). Both simulations and experiments confirm the power
law relationship dh/dr =  1/2r 2 predicted by Taylor (1960) (solid
line).
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developed by Lienhard and Newton (1966), which predicts the r 1 scaling of the
Stokes velocity. However, as with Equation (3.11), the one-dimensional approxima-
tion by Lienhard and Newton (1966) cannot predict the actual velocity and thickness
of the viscous sheet predicted by the direct numerical simulations in Figures 3.8
and 3.9 due to the two-dimensional viscous stresses developed in the impingement
region.
Transition from Inertia to Viscous Dominated Impingement Dynamics
Much as the dissipation of the kinetic energy of the jets drives the expansion of
the inertial sheets, viscous dissipation generates the impact pressure that drives the
radial expansion of the viscous sheets. Therefore, following the evolution of the impact
pressure with the jet Reynolds number can give valuable insight into the transition
from the inertia to viscous dominated impingement dynamics.
Figure 3.12 illustrates the evolution of the impact pressure for a large range of jet
Reynolds numbers: 10 3 < Re < 103. At low Re, while viscous e↵ects are important,
the simulations demonstrate that the impact pressure exhibits a power-law decline
that scales as Re 1. As Re increases, viscous e↵ects become less important, and the
scaling abruptly changes at about Re = 1.
At high jet Reynolds numbers, the pressure rapidly stabilizes to a value p ⇡
1/4 We independent of the Re as the inviscid limit is approached. Transformed to
its dimensional form, this expression becomes p̂ ⇡ 1/2 ⇢Û2, which shows that the
dimensional impact pressure p̂ originates from the dissipation of the characteristic
kinetic energy ⇢Û2/2, and thus confirms that the impingement dynamics is in the
inviscid regime (Taylor, 1960).
Figure 3.13 illustrates sheet profiles in the region corresponding to the scaling
Re 1 in Figure 3.12. In this region, the simulations show that the viscous sheets are
much thicker than the corresponding inertial sheet, which is depicted as a dashed line
in Figure 3.13 for comparison. In addition, the simulations show for the first time
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that in this region the thickness follow a logarithmic relationship h / ln r with the
distance r from the impact point.
As the liquid viscosity increases further, the sheets become thicker and more
uniform, and the results in Figure 3.13 (circles) show that for Re < 0.1 the sheet
thickness becomes essentially constant. This indicates that the dynamics has reached
the Stokes limit previously discussed in Figure 3.9 (circles).
Contrary to the inertial regime in which the impact pressure is independent of the
jet Reynolds number, the simulations show that when viscous e↵ects are important
the impact pressure depends on both the Re and We numbers. Indeed, a series
of simulations in the viscous region Re < 1 and several We numbers demonstrate
that the dimensionless pressure scales precisely as p ⇠ We/Re, as illustrated in the
Figure 3.14. In its dimensional form, this expression becomes p̂ ⇠ µÛ/a, which shows
that the dimensional pressure p̂ scales as the characteristic viscous stress µÛ/a, and
so confirms that the dynamics is in the viscous regime.
Internal Transition from Inertia to Viscous Dominated Impingement Dy-
namics
A limited but interesting situation occurs in the transition region from inertia to
viscous dominated dynamics. The simulations show that for jets with Re = O(1),
the viscous dominated regime is limited in space to a concentric belt around the
impact point. This occurs because the contribution from the viscous term v/r in
Equation (3.11) is larger when the distance r from the impact point is short.
Because the contribution from the viscous term v/r decreases with the distance r
from the impact point, a liquid sheet which is viscously dominated near the impact
point may become inertialy dominated away from it, if the contribution from the
term v/r is su ciently small. Figure 3.15 tests this hypothesis for a liquid sheet with
Re = 3. Note that the sheet profile (circles) precisely follows the viscous relationship
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Figure 3.12. Evolution of the impingement pressure as a func-
tion of the jet Reynolds number Re. The dimensionless pressure
in the impingement region follows a scaling p ⇠ Re 1 at low Re, and
approaches the relationship p ⇡ 1/4 We at high Re. Here the Weber
number is We = 800.
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Figure 3.13. Interfacial shapes with di↵erent jet Reynolds
numbers Re. Sheet profiles with the jet Reynolds numbers: Re =
0.01 (open circle), Re = 0.1 (solid circle), Re = 1 (square), and
Re = 2 (triangle). At low Re, the sheets are thicker than the inviscid
one (dashed line), and closely follow a relationship h / ln r.
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Figure 3.14. Evolution of the impingement pressure as a
function of the jet Reynolds number Re and Weber num-
ber We. At low Re the dimensionless impingement pressure scales
as p ⇠ We/Re. Here the Weber numbers are We = 800 (circle),
We = 400 (red square), and We = 200 (blue triangle).
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h / ln r (solid line) up to a distance r ⇡ 10, and above this distance the sheet
abandons the viscous scaling.
A number of simulations for the jet Reynolds numbers Re = O(1) show that the
viscous belt shrinks rapidly as Re increases, and essentially disappears at Re ⇡ 10.
This is in agreement with the observed stabilization of the inertial pressure previously
observed in Figure 3.12 for Re > 10. It is also in direct agreement with recent
experimental observations by Villermaux et al. (2013, Fig. 3), which show that
radially expanding liquid sheets are still inertial for jet Reynolds number as low as
Re ⇡ 30. Figure 3.16 illustrates the shrinkage of the concentric viscous belt. The
figure shows the radial velocity contours (Fig. 3.16a) and sheet thickness (Fig. 3.16b)
for a radially expanding liquid sheet with Re = 10. For this jet Reynolds number, the
viscous belt is very small, and the cross-over from viscous to inertial dynamics occurs
at approximately three jet radii from the impact point. Indeed, Figure 3.16a shows
that above r ⇡ 3 the velocity remains essentially constant, which is the characteristic
behavior of the inviscid dynamics. The transition is clearly observed in Figure 3.16b,
which shows the sheet thickness as a function of the radial distance. The figure
shows that the sheet thickness (circles) decreases following the scaling h ⇠ ln r
characteristic of the viscous dynamics up to the cross-over radius r ⇡ 3 (solid line),
and then decreases with the radial distance following the inertial scaling h ⇠ 1/r
(dashed line).
3.1.5 Conclusion
This Section presented a numerical analysis of the influence of the liquid viscosity
on axisymmetric sheets resulting from the impingement of laminar liquid jets. Re-
sults show that viscous sheets expand at a gradually diminishing speed hampered by
viscous stresses. As a consequence, viscous sheets are thicker than the corresponding









Figure 3.15. Impingement dynamics for the jet Reynolds num-
ber Re = O(1). Profile of a liquid sheet with the jet Reynolds number
Re = 3 (circle) illustrates the formation of a viscous belt around the
impact region. The profile falls onto the viscous scaling at small ra-































































































































































































































































Simulations also show that for intermediate liquid viscosities the thickness of the
expanding sheet decreases at a rate dh/dr ⇠ r 1, contrary to the inviscid case in
which the thickness decreases at the much faster rate dh/dr ⇠ r 2. For high liquid
viscosities, the velocity of the expanding sheets decrease as 1/r, and so the thickness
becomes uniform to satisfy mass conservation.
Results also demonstrate that the impact pressure responsible for driving the
radial expansion of the liquid sheet scales as We/Re in the viscous dominated regime
due to the viscous dissipation in the impingement region. As a consequence, and
contrary to the inviscid case, the velocity of a viscous sheet after impingement is
lower than the velocity of the impinging jets.
It is expected that these new insights into the mechanisms of jet impingement at
intermediate and low Reynolds numbers will enhance the current understanding of
industrial spray and atomization systems involving viscous fluids. The model solves
the complete Navier-Stokes system, and so fully account for the interplay of inertia,
capillary and viscous forces during jet impingement. However, the results are limited
by model assumptions that restrict the analysis to smooth axisymmetric systems.
Therefore, future works should generalize this study to allow di↵erent angles of im-
pingement, or to include the action of the surrounding air at high Weber numbers,
in order to enable a more complete understanding of the influence of viscosity in the
mechanisms of jet impingement.
3.2 Impingement of Shear-thinning Liquid Jets
Due to its fundamental scientific interest and numerous applications in spray and
atomization systems, the physics of impinging liquid jets has been extensively studied
since the pioneering works by Savart (1833) and Taylor (1960). However, most studies
have only considered impinging jets of simple fluids such as water, where rheology
plays no role, and little is known about the impingement of jets of complex fluids,
despite their importance in industrial, space and defense technologies.
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Section 3.1 reported simulations that enabled a detailed analysis of the influence
of viscosity on the impingement of viscous liquid jets. This Section extends the anal-
ysis to viscous jets of complex fluids. Specifically, high-fidelity numerical simulations
are used to study the dynamics of non-Newtonian shear-thinning impinging jets as
a model system for jets of complex fluids frequently used in industrial and defense
technologies, such as paints, food emulsions, polymeric solutions, and gelled propel-
lants.
Computations reveal that during the impingement of jets of complex fluids, shear
stresses create a region of low-viscosity in the vicinity of the impact point. As a
consequence, viscous shear-thinning sheets are thinner and flow faster than the cor-
responding Newtonian ones. Shear thinning also enhances the growth of the toroidal
rim bounding the resulting expanding liquid sheet. Together, results in this Section
highlight the large impact of the fluid rheology on the dynamics of jet impingement.
This study is anticipated to be a starting point for more sophisticated rheological
models for the impingement of jets of non-Newtonian viscoelastic fluids.
3.2.1 Introduction
The impingement of facing liquid jets is of fundamental fluid mechanics inter-
est and practical importance in numerous industrial applications, from spray drying,
micro-mixing, and emulsification in the food processing industry to fuel and pro-
pellant atomization in combustion and propulsion engines (Ashgriz, 2011, Bremond
and Villermaux, 2006, Clanet and Villermaux, 2002, Lefebvre, 1988, Mahajan and
Kirwan, 1996, Ryan et al., 1993, Sutton, 1992, Villermaux et al., 2013).
Due to its fundamental and practical implications, theories and computational
models to describe the dynamics of jet impingement have being actively developed
since the pioneering works by Savart (1833), Ranz (1959), Taylor (1960), and later
by Huang (1970). Most of these works, however, are limited to the impingement
of simple liquid jets. In contrast, the impingement of complex liquid jets has re-
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ceived much less attention, even though industrial applications often involve the use
of complex fluids with non-Newtonian shear-thinning or viscoelastic rheological be-
havior (Baek et al., 2011, James et al., 2009, Kampen and Ciezki, 2007, Mallory and
Sojka, 2014, Miller et al., 2005, Yang et al., 2012).
Here, the objective is to extend the current understanding of the nonlinear im-
pinging dynamics of shear-thinning liquid jets. Previous theoretical and numerical
works on the impingement of jets of shear-thinning liquids include linear stability
analysis by Chojnacki (1997) and Liu et al. (1998). More recently, Mallory and So-
jka (2014) developed a two dimensional linear stability analysis for the break up of
expanding shear-thinning liquid sheets that extended previous works by Chojnacki
(1997) and Dombrowski and Johns (1963) by considering a more realistic constitu-
tive equation — the Carreau-Yasuda model — to describe the non-Newtonian liquid
rheology. From these works, shear-thinning e↵ects emerged as a critical issue on the
dynamics of expanding liquid sheets. However, as demonstrated in several experi-
mental works (Baek et al., 2011, James et al., 2009, Kampen and Ciezki, 2007, Miller
et al., 2005, Yang et al., 2012), spray patterns and mechanisms leading to the atom-
ization of the fluid sheet are largely a↵ected by the flow dynamics in the impinging
region, that is the region where the direction of the flow changes from axially domi-
nated to radially dominated. How precisely the non-linear shear stresses developed in
the impact region influence the impingement dynamics of shear-thinning liquid jets,
and how these dynamics determine the velocity and thickness of the resulting radially
expanding sheets remains poorly understood.
To better understand the nonlinear impinging dynamics of shear-thinning liquid
jets the direct numerical simulation algorithm developed in Section 3.1 is extended
here to include non-Newtonian liquid rheology. Following Mallory and Sojka (2014),
the realistic Carreau-Yasuda model is used to describe the non-Newtonian shear-
thinning behavior. The numerical model, which simultaneously resolves both the fluid
dynamics of the impact region and that of the expanding liquid sheet, is described
in Section 3.1.2. Section 3.2.4 discusses the results from the simulations. By varying
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the degree of shear-thinning to represent non-Newtonian fluids frequently used in
applications, the results reveal the influence of shear-thinning on the dynamics of jet
impingement and contrast these new findings against the impingement dynamics of
Newtonian liquid jets. Moreover, with focus on understanding shear-thinning e↵ect at
the impact point, results help reveal scaling laws describing the local viscosity in the
impact region as a function of the Capillary number, and the degree of shear-thinning.
3.2.2 Problem Description and Governing Equations
The dynamics of non-Newtonian impinging jets are analyzed here by following
the axisymmetric collision of two identical facing jets of a Carreau-Yasuda liquid.
The colliding jets are characterized by a radius a and axial velocity Û , as sketched
in Figure 3.17. The fluid is characterized by a constant density ⇢, viscosity µ0, and
surface tension  . The characteristic viscosity µ0 corresponds to the zero-shear-rate
viscosity of the Carreau-Yasuda rheological model.
The governing equations and boundary conditions of the problem were previously
stated in Section 3.1.2 and therefore will be briefly summarized here. The results
will be discussed in dimensionless form using the jet radius a as the characteristic
length scale, aµ0/  as the viscous timescale, and  /a as the stress and pressure scale.
Accordingly, the characteristic velocity is  /µ0.
The evolution of the liquid velocity v(x, t) and pressure p(x, t) are calculated by
solving the full, generalized Navier-Stokes system:












⇥ pI+ µ  rv +rvT  ⇤ (3.14)
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is the dimensionless Cauchy stress tensor.




which characterizes the importance of inertial forces relative to viscous forces, and
the Weber number




which represents the ratio of inertial forces to surface tension forces. Simulations are
carried out in the smooth region We < 1000 in which the adjoining gas phase can be
considered dynamically inert (Clanet and Villermaux, 2002, Huang, 1970).
During the impingement of the Newtonian jets studied in Section 3.1, the liquid
viscosity remains constant in space and time. By contrast, the viscosity of non-
Newtonian liquid jets can change, and generally will. Places where the shear stress
is large — for instance in the impact region — are places where the local viscosity is
small. Places where the shear stress is small — for instance on the expanding liquid
sheet — are places where the local viscosity is large.
The influence of the shear stress on the liquid viscosity is described here via a three
parameter Carreau-Yasuda model. In the Carreau-Yasuda model, the local viscosity
changes following a power-law relationship between the zero-shear-rate viscosity µ0
and the, typically much smaller, infinite-shear-rate viscosity µ1. In dimensionless
form the Carreau-Yasuda model is:
µ =   + (1   )⇥ 1 + (↵  ̇)2 ⇤(n 1)/2. (3.17)
In Equation (3.17), µ is the dimensionless apparent viscosity in units of the zero-shear
viscosity µ0. The parameter   ⌘ µ1/µ0 is the dimensionless infinite-shear viscosity,
the parameter n is the Carreau flow index, and the parameter ↵ is the dimensionless
Carreau time constant. The dimensionless rate of deformation  ̇ is calculated for



























where v and u are the dimensionless radial and axial fluid velocity, respectively.
The relationship between the apparent viscosity µ and the rate of deformation  ̇
is exemplified in Figure 3.18 for n = 0.7, ↵ = 1 and   = 10 5. At low deformation
rates the apparent viscosity is comparatively large, and shows a Newtonian plateau
typically observed in non-Newtonian liquids, which corresponds to the dimensionless
zero-shear viscosity µ = 1. When the deformation rate is larger than 1/↵, the viscosity
decreases with the deformation rate following a power-law relationship with slope
n   1. As the deformation rate increases further, the viscosity approaches a second
Newtonian plateau, which corresponds to the dimensionless infinite-shear viscosity  .
3.2.3 Direct Numerical Simulation
The numerical method used in this Section follows the same design that applied to
the direct numerical simulations of viscous jet impingement in Section 3.1, and, there-
fore is only briefly summarized here. The Navier-Stokes system equations (Eq. 3.12
and 3.13) with the incorporation of the Carreau-Yasuda model (Eq. 3.17) describing
the non-linear rheological property of the fluids used in the jet impingement along
with the kinematic equation (Eq. 3.9) are simultaneously solved using a finite-element
algorithm with the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method of spines to parametrize the
deforming fluid interface and adaptive time integration. A second-order trapezoidal
Adam-Bashforth predictor method was used to discretize the time derivatives (Gresho
et al., 1980) to reduce time truncation errors, and the time steps were adaptively
chosen using the first-order continuation method by Corvalan and Saita (1991) to
improve computational e ciency. Mesh independence studies at various resolutions
were carried out and meshes with 8000-10000 degree of freedom were selected for the
simulations depending on the jet Reynolds number Re and Weber number We.
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Figure 3.17. Impingement of two laminar jets of Non-
Newtonian fluids. Axisymmetric impingement of two shear-
thinning liquid jets of radius a and velocity Û . The density of the
liquid is ⇢, and the surface tension  . The thickness of the radially
expanding liquid sheet is 2ĥ. The sheet profile corresponds to the case
discussed in Figure 3.21c.
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Figure 3.18. Apparent non-Newtonian viscosity µ as function
of the dimensionless shear rate  ̇ predicted by the Carreau-
Yasuda model. Here the Carreau flow index is n = 0.7, Carreau
time constant is ↵ = 1, and the dimensionless infinite shear viscosity
is   = 10 5.
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3.2.4 Results and Discussion
This Section presents direct numerical simulations that enable a detailed analysis
of the influence of shear-thinning rheology on the free-surface dynamics of jet im-
pingement. The analysis reveals important di↵erences between the Newtonian and
the non-Newtonian impingement dynamics.
The non-Newtonian fluid rheology is described here by the three-parameter Carreau-
Yasuda model of Equation (3.17), which realistically accounts for shear-thinning be-
havior. The parameters of the model vary widely with the type of fluid considered.
To fix ideas, Table 3.1 summarizes data from a detailed study of the rheology of
shear-thinning liquid gels carried out by Mallory (2012, Table 4.4) in the context
of an study for the U.S. Army Research O ce on the impingement of jets of gelled
propellants.
Table 3.1. Carreau Yasuda rheological parameters for typical gelled fluids
Solution µ0 (Pa.s) µ1 (Pa.s) n time constant (s)
3 wt.-% HPC 723± 36 1.45E   06 0.23± 0.01 5.1± 0.3
0.5 wt.-% CMC-7HF 0.11± 0.01 4.80E   08 0.68± 0.03 0.031± 0.002
1.4 wt.-% CMC-7MF 0.18± 0.01 3.13E   07 0.8± 0.04 0.0103± 0.005
0.8 wt.-% CMC-7MF 0.05± 0.003 3.99E   06 0.85± 0.04 0.037± 0.02
0.06 wt.-% CMC-7MF 75 wt.-% glycerin 0.2± 0.01 1.11E   07 0.85± 0.04 0.158± 0.008
1 wt.-% Kappa carrageenan 142± 7 1.61E   09 0.113± 0.006 7.4± 0.4
1 wt.-% Agar 743± 37 3.68E   09 0.111± 0.006 64± 3
HPC: Hydroxypropylcellulose
CMC: Carboxymethylcellulose
According to these data, the dimensionless infinite viscosity of the gels   = µ0/µ1
varies in the range 10 9 <   < 10 3, and the Carreau time constant ↵ varies approxi-
mately in the range 1 < ↵ < 100, assuming a surface tension similar to that of water,
and a jet radius of 0.1 mm. Accordingly, for the simulations in this Section the di-
mensionless infinite viscosity is fixed at   = 10 4, and the Carreau time constant is
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fixed at ↵ = 10, unless otherwise stated. In the simulations, the Carreau flow index
n varies in the range 0.2 < n < 1 (with n = 1 for Newtonian jets) during parametric
analysis.
Early Stages of Sheet Expansion
The critical influence of the non-Newtonian rheology in the very early stages of
sheet expansion is illustrated in Figure 3.19 for the impingement of viscous, mod-
erately shear-thinning jets (n = 0.6). The figure shows the apparent viscosity field
developed during the early stages of sheet expansion. Results demonstrate that the
liquid viscosity drops significantly in the impact region, reaching values as low as 5%
of the zero-shear viscosity shortly after impingement (Fig. 3.19). This is due to the
strong deformation rate developed in the impact region as the fluid abruptly changes
direction from axial to radial flow. As time progresses, and the shear stress decreases
in the expanding sheet, the apparent viscosity slowly increases to about 40% of the
zero-shear viscosity in the incipient toroidal rim as illustrated in Figure. 3.20.
Results further reveal that shear-thinning favors the early formation of a bound-
ing toroidal rim in the expanding liquid sheets. This is illustrated in Figure 3.21,
which compares incipient sheet profiles for shear-thinning jets with three di↵erent
flow indexes: n = 1, n = 0.8, and n = 0.6. For the Newtonian (n = 1) and the
weakly shear-thinning jets (n = 0.8) the toroidal rim is not observed at early times,
as shown in Figures 3.21a and 3.21b. But this is not the case with the moderately
shear-thinning jets (n = 0.6) shown in Figure 3.21c. Here, the fluid at the edge of
the sheet accumulates in a well defined toroidal rim since very early in the expansion
process, similarly to what is observed in inertial fluid sheets (Clanet and Villermaux,
2002). The sheet profiles in Figures 3.21 also demonstrate the dramatic influence of
shear-thinning on the thickness of the nascent sheets. Indeed, as the flow index n
decreases, inertia becomes increasingly important, and the sheet thickness decreases
due to the acceleration of the fluid (Figs. 3.21d, e, f).
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Figure 3.22 compares the sheet profiles and the normalized midplane velocities as
the edge of the sheets discussed in Figure 3.21 approaches r = 10. Results show that
despite having identical viscosity at rest, the sheets flow at very di↵erent velocities.
While the Newtonian liquid sheet with n = 1 flows at decreasing velocity opposed
by viscous stresses (as discussed in Section 3.1), the shear-thinning liquid sheet with
n = 0.6 flows at about the velocity of the impinging jets essentially unopposed by
viscosity. Therefore, in this example the sheet dynamics transition from viscous
dominated when n = 1 to inertially dominated when n = 0.6.
Together, these results demonstrate that the impingement dynamics of viscous
liquid jets may become inertially dominated as a consequence of shear-thinning e↵ects.
Late Stages of Sheet Expansion
The influence of the non-Newtonian rheology in the late stages of sheet expansion
is illustrated here by analyzing the impingement of moderately shear-thinning jets
with flow index n = 0.7.
Figure 3.23 shows the cross-sectional viscosity field along the resulting radially
expanding sheet. The results highlight the development of three qualitatively di↵erent
regions depending on the distance r from the impact point. First, in the region r < 1,
the liquid viscosity reaches a minimum, approximately constant value due to the high
but relatively uniform local stresses developed near the stagnation point. Second,
in the intermediate region 1 < r < 10, the liquid viscosity increases rapidly as the
local shear stress decreases with the radial distance. Finally, in the region r > 10,
the liquid viscosity reaches a maximum value and then remains essentially constant.
Note that the local viscosity changes little across the thickness of the liquid sheet
because the flow is essentially uniform in the axial direction.
The development of the three distinct regions is further highlighted in Figure 3.24,
which shows the value of the midplane apparent viscosity as a function of the radial
position for the same case discussed in Figure 3.23. In this example, the minimum
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Figure 3.19. Nascent sheet formed by impingement of shear-
thinning liquid jets. Apparent viscosity field µ developed immedi-
ately after the impingement of two laminar jets of moderately shear-
thinning fluids (n = 0.6). The high rate of deformation developed
in the impinging region creates a region of low viscosity (red in the
figure) around the impact point.
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Figure 3.20. Fluid sheet formed by impingement of laminar
jets of shear-thinning liquids. Evolution of the apparent viscosity
field µ during the early stages of expansion for a slightly viscous (Re =
10), moderately shear-thinning fluid (n = 0.6). As the sheet expands,
the viscosity slowly increases with the distance from the impact point.
Here the Weber number is We = 200, and the profiles correspond to
sheet edges are located at 1.2, 2, and 5 jet radii away from the impact
point.
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Figure 3.21. Influence of shear-thinning on the shapes of radi-
ally expanding sheets. Profiles of axisymmetric fluid sheets during
the early stages of expansion for (a, d) Newtonian liquid n = 1,
and shear-thinning liquid (b, e) n = 0.8, and (c, f) n = 0.6. As
the flow index of the liquid decreases, the thickness of the sheet de-
creases, and higher degree of shear-thinning favors the formation of
a bounding toroidal rim. Here, the jet Reynolds number is Re = 10,
the Weber number is We = 200, and the profiles correspond to sheet

















































































































































































































































































dimensionless viscosity in the impact region is approximately µ ⇡ 0.17, or about 1/6
of the zero-shear viscosity. Then the midplane viscosity increases in the intermediate
region, and finally recovers the zero-shear normalized value µ = 1.
These changes on the local viscosity of the shear-thinning sheet play a critical role
in the resulting sheet thickness. Figure 3.25 shows the half thickness h of the shear-
thinning sheet of Figure 3.23 as a function of the radial distance (red circles). For
comparison, the figure also shows three other cases. First, the green line shows the
thickness of a Newtonian liquid sheet with constant viscosity µ = 1, which corresponds
to the zero-shear viscosity of the shear-thinning sheet. Second, the black line shows
the thickness of a Newtonian sheet with constant dimensionless viscosity µ = 1/6,
which corresponds to the local viscosity of the shear-thinning sheet in the impact
region. Finally, the figure also shows the thickness of the corresponding inviscid
liquid sheet (blue line). A finding of practical importance illustrated in Figure 3.25 is
that the shear-thinning sheet (circles) is substantially thicker than the corresponding
inviscid Newtonian sheet (blue), and considerably thinner than the Newtonian sheet
with the same zero-shear viscosity (green). Interestingly, near the impact region the
thickness of the shear-thinning sheet decreases in a way that closely resembles that
of the Newtonian sheet with the same viscosity as the shear-thinning sheet in the
impact region (black solid line). In addition, after approximately 10 jet radius away
from the impact point, where the viscosity of the shear-thinning liquid sheet becomes
essentially constant, the shear-thinning sheet thins following the scaling h ⇠ ln r
(black dashed line), characteristic of viscous Newtonian sheets (cf. Sec. 3.1.4).
E↵ect of the Carreau Flow Index n
For given values of the jet Reynolds and the Weber numbers, results show smaller
viscosities at the impact point, and, therefore, thinner liquid sheets, with increasing
degree of shear-thinning.
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Figure 3.23. Impingement of shear-thinning jets. Local viscos-
ity field developed during the axisymmetric collision of two identical
shear-thinning laminar jets (n = 0.7). Large stresses developed in the
impact region (red in the figure) drastically reduces the local viscosity.
Here, the jet Reynolds number is Re = 1, and the Weber number is
We = 400.
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Figure 3.24. Local apparent viscosity along the impact plane.
Large stresses developed in the impact region (r < 1) reduce the
local viscosity to about 1/6 of its value at rest during the collision
of two shear-thinning laminar jets (n = 0.7). The local viscosity
then increases as the radial distance from the impact point increases.
Here, the jet Reynolds number is Re = 1, and the Weber number is
We = 400.
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Figure 3.25. E↵ect of shear-thinning rheology on liquid sheet
shape. Evolution of the liquid sheet thickness h as a function of the
radial distance r for the system illustrated in Figure 3.24 (red circles).
For reference the figure also shows the sheet thickness corresponding
to the collision of Newtonian liquid jets in the inviscid regime (blue
solid line) and with the jet Reynolds numbers Re = 1 (green line) and
Re = 6 (black).
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Here the influence of shear-thinning on the steady-state impact viscosity µ̄ ⌘
µ(r = 0, z = 0) and resulting sheet thickness h(r) is illustrated for liquids of di↵erent
Carreau flow index n. According to the Carreau-Yasuda model (cf. Eq. 3.17), a
decrease in the Carreau flow index n results in increasing shear-thinning; that is, in
faster decrease in the apparent viscosity with shear stress. Figure 3.26 demonstrate
that the Carreau flow index plays a major role in determining the viscosity in the
impact point and on the overall sheet thickness. The figure illustrates the cross-
sectional viscosity field for liquids of low (n = 0.8), intermediate (n = 0.7), and
high (n = 0.6) degree of shear-thinning. Results show that, the viscosity in the
impact region drops with the flow index from µ̄ = 0.2, or about 20% of the zero-shear
viscosity, for the low shear-thinning liquid to µ̄ = 0.03, or about 3% of the zero-shear
viscosity, for the high shear-thinning liquid jets. Simulations for a larger number
of the Carreau flow index demonstrate that at given jet Reynolds number Re and
the Weber number We, the viscosity in the impact regions follows an exponentially
scaling en with the Carreau flow index as shown in Figure 3.27.
E↵ect of the Jet Reynolds Number Re and the Weber Number We
Figure 3.28 demonstrates the important role that the Weber number plays on the
steady state viscosity field and sheet thickness. The figure illustrates the sheet profile
and cross-sectional viscosity field for three shear-thinning jets (n = 0.7) with We
numbers in the smooth region We < 1000. Results show smaller overall viscosities,
and, therefore, faster decrease of the sheet thickness, with increasing We numbers.
Figure 3.29 shows the evolution of the impact viscosity µ̄ with the We number
for the shear-thinning jets of Figure 3.28. For this system, the predicted apparent
viscosity in the impact region drops to approximately 10% of the zero-shear value
when We = 200 to approximately 6% of the zero-shear value when We = 800. More
importantly, a large number of simulations demonstrate that in the smooth region
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Figure 3.26. E↵ect of the Carreau flow index n on sheet thick-
ness. As the Carreau flow index decreases, larger shear-thinning ef-
fects reduce the thickness of the fluid sheet. Here, the jet Reynolds
number is Re = 1, and the Weber number is We = 400.
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Figure 3.27. Evolution of the impact viscosity as a function of
the Carreau flow index n. The dimensionless impact viscosity µ̄
scales with the Carreau flow index n as µ̄ ⇠ en. Here, the jet Reynolds
number is Re = 1, and the Weber number is We = 400.
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Figure 3.28. E↵ect of the Weber number We on sheet thick-
ness. As the Weber number increases, the thickness of the shear-
thinning liquid sheet decreases. Here, the jet Reynolds number is
Re = 1, and the Carreau flow index is n = 0.7.
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We < 1000, the impact viscosity exhibits a power-law decline Wen 1 with the Weber
number, as shown in Figure 3.30.
Indeed, the results show that for viscous, shear-thinning liquid jets in the smooth
region We < 1000 the impact viscosity can be predicted precisely by following a uni-
versal curve that scales as µ̄1/(n 1) ⇠ Ca, where the capillary number Ca ⌘ We/Re ⌘
Ûµ0/ , where Û is the dimensional jet velocity, µ0 is the zero-shear viscosity and  
is the surface tension, as illustrated in the summary Figure 3.31.
3.2.5 Conclusion
This Section reported simulations that enabled a detailed analysis of the influence
of shear-thinning rheology on the axisymmetric impingement of laminar liquid jets.
The simulations extend previous works by simultaneously solving the full generalized
Navier-Stokes system of equations on both the impingement region and the resulting
radially expanding liquid sheet. Moreover, the shear-thinning rheology of the imping-
ing jets is modeled by using a realistic three parameter Carreau-Yasuda rheological
model.
Results show that strong shear-stresses developed in the impact region largely
reduces the local apparent viscosity. In turn, this shear-thinning e↵ect results in ra-
dially expanding sheets that are considerably thinner than the corresponding viscous
Newtonian sheets. As the shear-thinning sheets expand, the apparent viscosity in-
creases and the thickness h of the liquid sheets decreases following the characteristic
viscous scaling h = ln r with the distance r from the impact point. Simulations fur-
ther reveal that the local viscosity in the impact region follows a power law scaling
Ca(n 1) with the jet capillary number Ca = Ûµ0/ , where Û is the dimensional jet
velocity, µ0 is the zero shear viscosity, and   is the surface tension.
It is expected that these new insights into the mechanisms of shear-thinning im-
pinging jets will enhance the current understanding of spray and atomization systems
involving non-Newtonian fluids. However, the results are limited by model assump-
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Figure 3.29. Evolution of the impact viscosity as a function
of the Weber number We. The dimensionless apparent viscosity
at the impact point follows a power-law decline that scales as Wen 1
with the Weber number. Here, the jet Reynolds number is Re = 400,
and the Carreau flow index is n = 0.7.
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Figure 3.30. Evolution of the impact viscosity as a function
of the Weber number We and the jet Reynolds number Re.
The dimensionless apparent viscosity at the impact point µ̄ follows a
power-law decline Wen 1 with the Weber number (solid line). Here,
the jet Reynolds numbers are Re = 0.1 (triangles), Re = 1 (circles),
and Re = 10 (squares), and the Carreau flow index are n = 0.3
(green), n = 0.5 (red), and n = 0.7 (blue).
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Figure 3.31. Evolution of the impact viscosity as a function
of the Capillary number Ca. The dimensionless impact viscosity
scales as Can 1 (solid line). Here, the jet Reynolds numbers are Re =
0.1 (triangles), Re = 1 (circles), and Re = 10 (squares), and the
Carreau flow index are n = 0.3 (green), n = 0.5 (red), and n = 0.7
(blue).
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tions that restrict the analysis to smooth, axisymmetric systems. Therefore, future
work should generalize this study to include the destabilizing action of the surround-
ing air at higher Weber numbers, and allow oblique impingement of the jets in order
to enable a more complete understanding of the influence of shear-thinning e↵ects
in the mechanisms of jet impingement. Furthermore, more sophisticated rheological
models should be considered, as recent research increasingly shows that extensional
stresses may play a significant role in the dynamics of expanding non-Newtonian
liquid sheets.
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4. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
This Thesis developed high-fidelity simulations of free-surface flows of complex flu-
ids. The simulations enabled a detailed analysis of the dynamics of drop coalescence
and liquid jet impingement when viscous, surfactant and shear-thinning e↵ects are
important.
By solving the unsteady free-surface hydrodynamics coupled to the convective-
di↵usion equation that governs the surfactant transport, this work have made progress
towards the understanding of the mechanisms of coalescence of surfactant laden drops.
The simulations demonstrate that surfactants rapidly accumulate on the liquid
meniscus bridge formed between the merging drops. Results reveal, for the first time,
how the resulting gradient of surfactant concentration controls the rate at which the
drops coalesce by modulating the pull of normal (Laplace) and tangential (Marangoni)
stresses on the growing meniscus bridge.
Although the numerical algorithm developed for the simulation of drop coales-
cence solve the full system of Navier-Stokes and surfactant-transport equations, the
inertia of the drops and the solubility of the surfactant were not considered. Future
work should generalize this analysis to consider higher drop Reynolds numbers and
include soluble surfactants. Additionally, future work should include more sophisti-
cated surfactant equations of state able to describe colligative micellar interactions in
the tiny meniscus bridge to ensure a more complete understanding of the mechanisms
of coalescence in the presence of surfactant.
A second class of free-surface flows studied in this work is the flow generated by two
opposed impinging liquid jets. By simultaneously solving the unsteady free-surface
hydrodynamics in both the impinging region and the resulting radially expanding
liquid sheet, this work have made advances towards the understanding of the mech-
anisms of jet impingement of viscous and non-Newtonian liquids.
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Results demonstrate the critical influence of both viscous and non-Newtonian
shear-thinning stresses on the fluid dynamics of the impinging region. Moreover, the
moving-boundary parametrization algorithm with free moving spines developed in
this work enabled the accurate determination of the unsteady expansion of the fluid
sheet and the precise characterization of the influence of viscosity and shear-thinning
in the bounding toroidal rim formed at the edge of the sheets.
The simulations reveal that the fluid sheet formed by the jet impingement of vis-
cous fluids expands at a diminishing velocity, hampered by the viscous stresses. As a
consequence, viscous fluid sheets are thicker than the inviscid ones. Simulation fur-
ther demonstrated for the first time that viscous, inertia and intermediate dynamics
of jet impingement can be precisely characterized based on the scaling laws of the
impact pressure.
Results of jet impingement of shear-thinning liquids demonstrate, for the first time
that the degree of shear thinning of the liquid comprising the impinging jets plays a
critical role on the local viscosity at the impact point, which consequently determines
the thickness of the resulting fluid sheet.
This is an important result since previous analyses have not resolved a detailed
picture of the dynamics on the impact region of jet impingement of non-Newtonian
shear-thinning liquids.
Results from a large number of simulations also enabled the development of scaling
laws to predict the impact viscosity based on Ca number and the Carreau flow index.
Although this new results enhance the current understanding of the physical mech-
anisms governing viscous and shear-thinning impinging jets, the simulations have been
limited to the smooth regime of sheet expansion (We < 1000). Future work should
enable the analysis of higher impinging velocities (We > 1000) by including the
destabilizing e↵ect of the surrounding air.
The moving boundary parameterization algorithm enabled accurate sensitivity
analysis of the bounding toroidal rim to di↵erent flow conditions. However, the
separation of the rim from the expanding liquid sheet has not been considered. As a
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first approximation, this separation could be considered in future works by assuming
that the neck formed downstream of the rim breaks when its thickness is less than a
small specified value.
Exciting possibilities for future work also include more sophisticated rheological
models that describe viscoelastic behaviour of the fluid. This extension will help
better understand dynamics of jet impingement of gelled fluids as more recent works
have pointed out that the e↵ect of extensional viscosity from the gelled fluid may play
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